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Fermdale drift in northwestern Illinois, Paul R, Shaffer, Illinois Geological 
Survey Esport of Investigations No. 198, 1956 

Shaffer's report on northwestern Illinois describes the drift outside the known 
Wisconsin moraines as a pre-Iowan substage of the Wisconsin rather than Illinoian 
as it hed long been correlated. The report deserves careful attention because not 
only of this Ghaike in correlation but of the proposed definite recognition of 
the drift of a generally unrecognized substage of the Wisconsin Stage of glaciation. 

The writer in a position to evaluate this report because in 1907 he was 
field assistant to W. C, Alden in this area and has subsequently visited not only 
the part in Wisconsin but also that in Illinois many times on field trips with 
students in glacial geology. He also spent two field seasons in road material work 
in central Illinois, the type locality of the Illinoian drift. A day in 1957 was 
spent with Prof. R. F, Black in reviewing the phenomena on both sides of the state 
line. 

In the historical summary of earlier work in the ares Shaffer fits two papers 
by Alden which throw considerable light on the problem of age correlation. In 1904 
Alden described the pre-Cary drift east of Rock River in Wisconsin and suggested 
that it might be of Iowan age. In 1909 Alden discussed in detail the problem of 
fixing the age of a glacial drift by degree of weathering and erosion. ince this 
paper was not published by the U. S, Geological Survey it is likely that it escaped 
the usual censoring to meet orthodox views, ‘his paper considers the formation of 
what would now be called "soil profiles" where the original slope of the land led 
to erosion during their formation, It was pointed out that the original drift 
slopes are related to preglacial topography. In this northern area the high position 
of the St. Peter sandstone led to a rugged landscape which was not entirely buried 
by drift as is the case in central Illinois. In fact the country west of Rock 
River in W isconsin is so rough that it gives little visible evidence of glaciation. 
It was often suggested that had Fenneman been more familar with this district than he 
was he would probably have included it in his Driftless Section rather than in the 
Till Plains. Alden's final conclusion was that erosion concurrent with weathering 
made this drift in northwestern Illinois and southern Wisconsin appear much younger 
than it is for the weathered zone was eroded as it formed. He correlated the drift 
as Illinoian. 

It should be noted that Alden carried no tools to dig or bore. His observations 
of depth of carbonate leaching were made almost wholly in shallow road cuts on hill- 
sides, It was not until Leighton carried the use of the soil auger from Iowa to 
Illinois that authentic measurments of this depth were possible. Test holes could 
then be located on uplands and divides where postglacial erosion is at a minimum. 

When Alden wrote erosion and transportation was wholly ascribed to slope wash. 
Horton discovered that important wash does not extend to divides for there is not 
a large enough area to gather rain enough to overcome the resistance to erosion of the 
soil. Hosever, this theory does not take mass movement or creep into account. 
Divides can not be lowered without such e process. Yt may occur on quite low slopes 
provided the climate is favorable. Climatic changes during the Pleistocene could 
have made mass movement more rapid than it now is but the exact nature of these 
climatic changes is still debatable. Unfortunately we cannot easily check depth of 
weathering or amount of massmovement today for the road cuts made when the poads 
were first graded are now heavily grassed over. 

The averages of depth of leaching reported by Leighton include the mantle of 
loess which is widespread in this area, The differrié between the maximum and 
minimum measurments is large, about 6 times. The writer in his field trips found 
very few examples of deep weathering and these could be regarded as filled kettles.
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Shaffer seems to have been more interested in the suecesion of different materials 
than he was in depth of leaching. His approach is that of stratigraphy and some 
readers have wondered just how he arrived at some correlations of thin lgers 4 0” 
encountered in auger holes. It is certain that he does not discuss the pitfalls’ 
in the practicgl application of the stratigraphic method tothe results of boring. He 
mentions neither the relation of color to mechanical composition noy¥ that older 
wibieie were plowed up by glacial movement. The importance of the pSnomena 
described gannot be ignored nevertheless. 

A much more serious omission is the lack of mention of the "drift dams" or 
local drainage diversions which caused postglacial erosion of narrow vallpys out of 
harmony with the normal preglacial landscape where the streams resumed the pre-drift 
courses. ‘The sides of nearly all of these valleys although steep are not cliffed. ‘Their 
occurrence certinaly demands consideration for it has generally been assumed 
that they indicate a longer petaiapeee interval than do the relatively shallow 
soil profiles. It has been suggested that prehaps rainfall was heavier than it now 
is during part of this interval and that erosion went on faster than it does now. 
Some of the a could have been eroded by glacial meltwater but this is not 
true of all of them. 

Another point which is not clear is Shaffer's correlation of all weathering of 
bed rock as preglacial. Since over large areas weathering extends through the thin 
residual drift into the bedrock the phenomenon could indicate a longer postglacial 
interval than would otherwise be coficluded. 

Shaffer accepts Flint's conclusion that the gravel deposits of the area have 
their original topographic form. In Wisconsin at least this is debatable and 
the present topography can be explained by the greater resistance to erosion of 
gravel compared with that of the surrounding till, 

A‘ point which demands mich more explanation is the diffrence of the drift 
material in northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin from that of central Illinois. 
In the north the drift was derived from sandstone and dolomite wheras farther south 
@ much larger proportion came from shale, It is not easy to decide what pa rt this 
difference had on permeability dm.and postglacial weathering. Certainly it is 
most difficult to compare the conditions of the central Illinois plains which 
concealed almost all the rock topography with those of a rugged country which was 
never so deeply covered with drift, 

A point which seems very important in correlation of the northern drift is its 
relation to the overlying loess. In central Illinois it is easy to see that there 
are two distincé loess deposits which lie upon drift which was deeply weathered 
prior to the formation of the older loess. In the north only one loes; canbe found 
and where it is thick enough tote fresh at the base this liesg on unweathered till. 

‘ The question arises:could the weathered zone in the till have been removed by 
erosion before the loess was deposited? 

Tf we place the proposed Farmdale on a map of Illinois difficulty arises. 
It was obviously the product of a very much expanded Lake Michigan Lobe which 
brought pebbles of the Niagara dolomite to the borders of the Driftless Area, 
Only two times are known when such expansion occurred. One is in the Illinoian 
stage and the other during the Tazewell *Bbaze of the Wisconsin stage, Horberg's 
maps of deposits concealed under The frisconsin drift does not eee ey of 
the proposed Farmdale till to the south. 

Shaffer's argument for the pre~Iowan age of the Farmdale till rests upon 
its relation to the previously named Farmdale loess which he regards as the yt 
from Farmdale valley trains plus his own previous correlation of the She Ss
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Tagwwtl1 moraine as Iowan, This is not the place to debate these points neither of 
which has met. with complete acceptance. In conclusion the writer feels that the 
age of the border drift of northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin is younger than 
Tllinoian but that it is not yet proved that there is an exposed Farmdale drift of 
pre-Iowan age. 

References not in Shaffer's report. 
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October 10, 1957 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites ‘x : 
41 North Roby Road 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Thank you very much for the revised mapping along the 
Wisconsin-Illinois state line. I have passed the copy on to George 
Ekblaw and he believes that we can make a satisfactory blending of 
the two maps with this new data. 

I am glad that you favor a Wisconsin age for the area 
previously mapped as Illinoian. As we are not attempting to differ- 
entiate Wisconsin substages, but rather to map the tmeminus of major 
readvances, the nomenclature problem may not arise. In any case, 
your reservation as to the specific correlation of the drift will be 
retained. ; 

I agree that you should not attempt to compile a revised 
copy. Perhaps Mr. Hanson will wish to delegate someone else to do 
thet. If no one is available, I shall be glad to make the copy and 
submit it to you for approval. 

Z We will also need some references and bibliography to be 
used in a pamphlet similar to that which accompanied the Glacial Map 
of North America, but I shall write you more specifically about that 
later. 

I am glad to have a reprint of your article on pitted out- 
wash, It certainly should be differentiated wherever possible. 

I am sorry that the Door peninsula map did not come up to 
your expectations. It seems effective to me. I was glad that the 

_ GSA decided to publish it in color. 

Sincerely oe 

: H. B. Willman : 

ce: Mr. George F. Hanson Geologist and Head 
Section of Stratigraphy 

j 2 j and Areal Geology
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‘Dr. H. 3, Wiliman, a2 
a  ‘TLidnois Ceolosicsl Survey, 

: Natural. Resources Bldg. ee 
: Urbanas Tllinois i ‘ : : ae 

Dear Oy, WiInen: oe 

iS : I hope you. wil& pardon tho long delay in anewering yours of 
2 April, I wanted Dr. Bleek to work with me in the field and he covlé not go See 

: until just before he vent into the field for the summer, I wrote up the zoport ; . 
and drew the map but could not got his aprroval until classes started this weak, 
Enclosed are ( you may keen all of them): (:) a reviced vorsion of my roview : 
of Shaffers amen paper, (2) copy of my payer on pitted outwash, and (3) copy 
of report and map on “Operation State Line." the reaurvey of the area onst of : 

. _ Walworth, ‘seonsin, : : 

Pek With rog-xd to your sesond paragraph 1 thinic our mapping neer St. Croix = 
Felis is correct. ‘le separated pitted owtwash from endmoraine in the later ‘ 
work, it is interesting that Flint does not aeom to recognize such a thing as 

pitted outwash, Pepin it is not well developed in the osst or in Sovth Dakota, . , 
_ 16 vas deseribed a tong Island long ego. ores : : 

a | Vath vegara to the bobton of your first page I think you must mean Sugex 
aN River nov execic. If you will study the quadrangie ( forzot its name) Just conth 

of Janesvilie, Wisvonsin you wiil find that the ontwash of the Rock mate a 
definite dam aeross the south of the Yecatonken. vest of there this valler . 
is yory xiat with very intricate meanders, I never bored to test the sediment 
but am confident i6 is a lake deposit, ‘The outwash along the Sugan never 2% 
joined with that of the Rock, Boing gonfined to Wiseonsin Alden missed this 
relation. ; : 

With vegard to lakes north of the eleeiel narcin ve have Mttle aefinite 
data, Sut they simply must have oxisted and the foot thet shorelines vors not : 

é found is matehed by the weale shorelines of some Cary Ickes or even of some : 
Viadevs lates, ve have to@t lewslis from delta fronts and not from shorelines. 

z | “ith vespeet to Feridale drift I wish to thanl: you for your comments. 
De. Black and I thoveht th t the esse for Tazewell ase of the auprosod, X22 Ancien 

: in “iseonsin is reasonably rood. But we do not nmrec.te morpinc 3¢ a> famminle, =~ 
The natter of ice lobation is important, Glaciers wore not W41d animals vhich 
Go uid move in any direction, lLobation wag governed by definite physical leavs. > 
Pending a paver by Leighton K am holding tho question open, Soils mon tell me 
that the clay faction of the Loess ceme from the wast ond not from elacial arith, 
I have not seen any of this worl published, ‘ 

3 _ Since i was laid off the first of July I am no lon-er aomeated? with the s 
Survey and should be addressed ag shove, I am nots at all svre I aon do any . 

: more work on the project, Coertainiy I do not want to wmdertake aay more fine 
drafsing. i mean fine texture not quality. iy eves will not normit mach fine : 

work, y 

- I is too bad my may of the Door Peninsula is so poor, I never had a 
secon prood, the vod Goior is entirely too weal. : 

I do not intend to puilish the Shafter review as Ikghton fa working on the | 
: _ problem and writing 4 paper on it. “hat is unless he desires me to,
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: ; De. My M, Leighton, 
: 611 West Pennsy vania Ave. ee 

_ ‘Urbanas Illinois pe 

: Dear De, Leightont j : : 

: Thanks you for your letée of the 15th, f an a 
enclosing herewirth revised sony of a voviev of Sha ffers paper 

Se on Fe4méaie drift. You my kocp 1%, I do not intent te \ 
publish 4¢ wiless you desire for you are writing alom; the same 

: : lines as I wnderstand 4%. - 5 ‘ 

2 , Solls men teli. me the fing or clay frantion of Leoss in : = 
; Tllinois is not dorived fron slacial arirt but drom the woste 

: i have not gone on to this, £ do not think 26 is yes eo oe ‘4 
: . The matter of Lobotion of the ico is a fetal point against 

é Shaffers mapping. Glacinis were not wild animeis which could : 
go in any direction but sboyed shyaica? 2awa tn covendiue out. 

: Dr.. Black and I sgvecd thet the evidence favors « Terowsll ace : 
for the arift in Wisconsin. 1 a44 have tw deep holes a 
#0 calearsous material which may be filled kettles, I think 
Shaffer tried to make his ze,ort short bot i then does not 
state his case clearly, I am holding uy opinion open ponding 

: t seeing your pape. : Ser 

Sincerely youtd, 

: Its too bad my mep of the Door Peninsula is go poor, J never a 
: A had a second proof, : : 

ee = :



MORRIS M. LEIGHTON 

611 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

Sept. 19, 1957 

Dear Thyites: 

I have your card. If you would like to have me 
read your revised criticism of Shaffer's paper, inasmuch 
as you have made changes, I should be glad to do soo 
Since I commented on your first criticism I have spent 
some time in field review. I agree with him that there 
was Farmdale glaciation but much more limited than he 
proposed. Some highway cuts and augur borings on the 
divides reveal weathered Illinoian drift wider Farmdale loess, 
and there is a tell-tale of geomorphic evidence consistent 
with the stratigraphic. I am now writing it up. 

Sincerely yours,
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oe: Dy. Paul R, Shaffer, - ; ; : 
4 Tepartment of Geology, : : ! : 

Se University of Tilineis, E ; 
Be Uriana, Tilinois 

8 Dear “p, Shavfor! ; - | 

os T am onclesine for your files 6 cou of 
3 the revised reviaw of your resent rooort eon Fogudale aritt, Eee 

Seg It was written Fsanparge | for argument with Willnan é 
: * on the corveletion of this area in “iseonsin on the now 

glacial mp, it is not for aa rege ag unless Ue. 
‘ s Leightor wants 1%, J understand he is writing « paper 

é _ @long the same lines, I am sending hin a ogy. ; : 

I feel thet your asso for post-Tilineian aco of the arirt 
é _ @rift is good but think thet the metter of erection of ; : ie 

a new substage cowld be oxplainad much “ore Clearly, / 
San There are serious obsticlais te 2% which Z just : 

gent explain here includiug the vowres of tie leese. 
< Soiis men teil me a quite different stozy on that, ~ ; : 

: Leighton told ne he did not agree cbout the Shelbyrilie _ 
arifs correlation. : 

: I% 4s toc bad my map of the Inoy Foningwls ds so ‘ ae 
. poor. 7 nevor kad a second pool. ao ; 

Sincerely yours, 3 ae ; s
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Dr. H. B. Willman, i 
Illinois Geological Survey, ee 
Natural Resources Bldg, Be. ce ., 
Urbana, Illinois peor. 

Dear Dr, Willman: ; . Pe 
ee 

The problem of answering yours of 4 pril 2 has remained with me ae 
@11 summer. ‘The field work which waxtiht Dr, Black and I did was just be@fore he mee: 
went in the field so that I have had no good opportunity to talk it over with him ' 
until school reopened. Znclosed are: (1) a revised version of the review of = 
Shaffer's paper and (2) a report on the resurvey of the Illinois —Wisconsin ee 
state line east of Walworth, ae 

Wit regard oder ehfene paragraph I think our map is correct on the matter 
of pitted outwash,“ We capped in using this word because it occurs neither in 
the legend of thdnow map nor in Flint's book, Apparently it does not occur in the oe 
same way in eastern United States as it does out here although it was described $3 
on Long 2 Island long ago. a 

The Illinois line problem is fully discussed in our r eport with map. 

With regard to the paragraph at the bottom of your first page I think you must “ 
mfan Sugar River} If you study the qusdranggll just southwest of Beloit you will s 
find that the Rock outwash blocked the mouth of the Pecatonia making a lake. ‘The 2 
Sugar meanders intricately in this area. We have not seen it in the field. on 
recognizable outwash extends down south of Brodhead in Wisconsin. The lakes outside s 
the drift border existed. They simply had to but the shorelines which were never ¥ 
well developed are unmappable. We checked one of them by a boring which found lake a 

clay under peat. Forthat matter shorelines of Cary lakes are very poorly shown nee 
in central Wisconsin, “e get levels from delta fronts, 

I was laid off July 1 and am no longer connected with the Survey. So if you 
want any more work done it-eannot-be-by_me, __ Ss is 

d- ar wet fe lta cha 1A, . : 
Sincerely yours ) 3 
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” Teendale drift in northwestern Uliineds, Pant 2, chaffer, Tikinels Cewlogies) 
Survey Neyert of Investications Me, 194, 1956 

Shaffer's rerort on northwestern Tliineds deseribes the arict suteide the know 
Wisconsin aornines sa 2 pre-Town eulictace of the Mseonstn euthes than T2dnofen 
ee bin tae ne ee ee eee 

the arith of & cmumilly umecugatsed eidatece of tn Wiguonein tage of glaeiation, 

Sw weiter in = position te ceeluete thie veport betmise 2n 1007 he woe 
ee tee, wan tee he toe ee ted not only 
See Gn ne aa ee trine with 
secant teiause, eee tbe ieomiy tt te 11 genzems in rend notarial vets 
am canton Dlidnoks, the leasldty of the Tilinotion drift. 4 deg tn 1987 wee 

eS he ee ee a 

tn the histories). wemery of corider werk fo the are Shaffer pits on eee 
Aldon vidal Sivas conylasretle Mighi an the orebtea Of 2s taveloiten. Ta 

Nam desarized, tha oe awht aeat af Rose Wray te Wiedenein 34 — 
that 41 wight de af 2eoe, Tt 13 Alden Cleeumned tn dete the x of 

a ot paninense ny the T one rit te asec te in wen pape? waa not yp see - & 8 serve 2 7 ih i 
TS wens contheing bc wie e¢thater Views, hte yeaa abiabingn tm teueutan Of 
wet vould sav be ealled "sell peoflies" wheres the original close ef the Lend lst 
te o¥osics ‘uring their foreetion. It was pointed out that the origina? arts 

et a eee ot tomeraughy. Is this mortem eau the hick postition 
Of the Sb, Tobcr gunic led te 2 Megets Iamiogaps wideh whe wet entirely torted 
Wy dyirt co is the case oe centerd Titanic, Ta feet the counter weat of Roakr 
Riwor ix © jacemin is wo rough thet £5 aiwes Litila viaible evitamwe of cloatathon. 
Tt wae often cuggueted thet ku denen Dean Gore Daghioe «bth this dietriat then he 
was he world pwebebly bern tugluded 2b in Whe teiftlece Gertie cather fan ta the 
2 Miedw. Aidente oni spmslshen wes Shot avoston contucecet ith wentheriae 

made thin aeict an wrsinvdetiown Tiidweds ant southern “edrnaln copeur auch pouncer 
than it ig for the weathered sound was aeajmi ae 44 fommed. Me corse nied the att 
eg TLidnedian. 

1% chywl4 he sted thet Alden GCatvied ne teels to dig ar bee, Tie chcarpthens 
of Gopth of aayenata Lonching were sods cisost a» sivigs vead outs on ble 
wides. Th wan not weil Leighton carried the use of 08k ongee coum Tews te 
Sete nameless sat dels as cee cn “oot holes cowl’ 
then va located om uplands and divides where r awogion ia at o ainda, 

W han Alder ueete erosion and trenmportetion wea wholly avcriget te sioge wach. 
Rortor dlanarerved thet Snportent waul doos mot extend te divides {20 there ia not 
& lopys evegh eves to gether Pain enough to ovaxgene tie Youlstenge te ctsion of the 
foil, Hosewer, this Gmeny does not tke woes sovemenh ae creep inte account. 
Mivi tes ean not be lovered withous suah a process, Gh may cour on quite lev slopes 
provide? the @lists ac favorable, Slinsttie ghaages Suylag Um Dlelateceac could 
have pede Baas soverent more repid then it now ig wat the axagt nelure of these 
@ldentic dhanges ts s$1i1 debatesble. Untorbumtely wa eaumet soably check tapth of 
weathering of anount of mascnovemnent today for She youd quis mda wien the poads 
wera Tirst graded are mew heavily grassed evar, 

‘ae averages of depth of leswhiay —< Wy Leighton faciude the mundle of 
Joews whieh is widespread in this aren. detne Selene wade Sat 
mininwn necewesente is leeye, cleth 6 Since, “he itor in bis fiel4 trips found 
very fow axeeples of deep weathuring ond these cudd We regarded se flied kettles.
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les Jd teen eee ee eee} See eee ee 
= Wo depth leaching, that Bae 

- , . @ ‘anbowed An aun hole, 2 SS tee ae Fee, 
’ . veal cies Ge eed at mer oe et oe ee Ne 

nln So ee ee ne ee eee 
po WAN were lanes, ap fieelal mowment, . dnpertenee " 

. , & Geibed qamst be imerot neverthaless, 

“A such nore sestous omiceion fn the ladk af conten of tho “arktt dene" or 
Cee ae ek nn tet ee ee ee 
hesnewy with the normal preginaial lnwiegage whore the etresae resucdi 
@ources. ‘tho sidna of smerly sil of toon phe cLtueugh abeey axe mot Sheke 
eccurrmas certindy danends consi (ambien fer 4% hoo goneraliy been 
teat ther tndleste g tener vostetstaiel Interrsl tou Sg Gee velebively wwdicy 

i‘) go8) prefileu. 1% ban tome anegertot tht prebers reba we benvler than 1) ov 

de daring pret of tte fateres) et tet oreeton werk om feetew than it dew «> . 
ono 6 She walls could hove Yoon eredad ty ploctal aoltuete bet this is co 

true of sht. af then. 

Asother coint hich ic net clear ic Shaffer's cormelataon of cll woathorin of 
bed yoo og cresineial, Since over large areas woebhering extends trough tho (cin 
Peaiduel Avitt ints the >ewreds the phomeomow auld indents 6 longer powlglocial 
faterve1 than con't otherviae bo oageluced, 

Shatter comyts Mitet's sentlualen that the ceovel deposkis of the aren have 
eis origi! Sossgregite form, In Wisooagdu ab least thie 48 debetablie and 

the zromint tepuateghy om bo emiadned ty the sweater rendstance 6 aosion of 
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The question opices,ouai< the wouthered gone fa the (Ali Rave bean nevoved uy 
@toaicn bedore the Leesa waa depesitedt 
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bs wllipy ign ietay wether alg: nce 9 coger ong Cae Se in Wee Vidiucian 
atice and the other coring the Tsanewnela 4 af the Vigeonsin abave, newporets 
maps of 46;09%ta caxcoaind vader The VAsooncin crite door net of 
the proposed Fommedale $411 to the south. 
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operation state yIne " 

Glacial geology of the Wiseonsin-Jllincis state line east of yalworth, wis. 

Introduction. when the glacial map of wisconsin, was compiled by Thwaites 

in 1956 it failed to agree with either the map of r11d@sids or the earlier maps 

of wisconsin cheifly that by Alden ( Alden, 1904, 1918). problems raised by this 

fact comprise; (1) interpretation of soil profiles and soils maps, (2) use of 

terms for glacial and glacio-fluvial deposits, (3) the relative importance of : 

topographic forms versus sediments in glacial mapping, apa (3) the existance of 

a tpelavan Glacial tobe” as a distinct feature. All of these problems have been 

under discussion in the course of field trips to this area over many years but 

the field mapping necessary to their solution was not attempted until sabe ty of 

1957 when Thraites and plack spent slightly over one day in the area. yorings, 

soil profiles and air photographs were neglected in this study for lacie of time. 

Nevertheless many chances were made in the classification of the glacial deposits 

as shown in the accompanying map. 

Conditions of earlie(vork. Glacial mapping of this area was severely 

handicapped in the earlier studies of the area by several feetors: (1) assignment 

of areas te-cever made to Chamberlin, Leverett, and Alden appear to have been 

limited by the state boundary which they were not at liberty to cross to any 

material extent, (2) topographic maps of mediocre quality were available only in 

Wisconsin and these of Tllinois were very crude reconnaisance surveys, and (3) 

the interpretation of the conditions of origin of sediments (sedimentation) 

was then very slightly developed. It Seems probable that Aldeny a@ very careful 

and conscientious woqicors could have been impelled to accept the results of his 

predecessors ( plates 1 and 3, 1904) -Amohher fact which must be remembered is 

that all the early goologistsworked on! foot. Shey could not transport equipment 

for digging or boring. Road cuts and gravel pits were then very slightly 

developed. when a horse was used it was often difficult to find a place te hiteh 

: it while the geologist got out te examine an exposure. Many exposures did not 

pass through the weathered zone and soil profiles were then poorly undersood.
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It is smill wonder that the geologists of 1957 reach different conclusuidns 

and this is no discredit to their predeccat. 

$oil maps. The entire area was covered by soil maps which were published 

in 1923 and 1924 (Whitson and others, 19234 1924). hee maps are of considerable 

value for they give the results of many shallow borings( probably limited te 3 

feet) but perusal of the reports show that the mappers must have had a very limited 

knowledge of glacial geology. In fact they were not encouraged to learn much 

of that branch of science. It seems likely from the deseriptions that the Mant 

soil series is thin loess on weathered till. ‘the Carrington series appears to 

hove somewhat thicker loess mainly on tilb. An exception may be the deep phase 

of the wgami silt loam where coarse mterial is absent. Tuts may be loess on 

assorted drift. the Fox and waukesha series are obviously on outwash with either 

thin loess or no loess. he Rodman series represents kames and eskers. wdant 

stony loam is similar and it is far from clear how it was distinguished. ‘the 

poorly drained soils, Clyde and Genesee series, call for little comment. 

the soils maps cannot easily or definitely be translated in terms of geology. 

the statement that the soils men were noi encouraged to use geology is based on 

& conversation by Thwaites with the late 4. R. Whitson who was in charge of the 

soil mapping. 

Sa TAZEWELL DRIFT 

Marengo Woraine. The only part of the area mapped herewith which cané 

safely be aseribed to the 7, zewell substage of the wisconsin drift is the small 

triyagular tip of a ridge west of the higher moraine southeast of yalworth, 

Wisconsin. This is the continuation of the warengo moraine of Tllinois which 

hes been studied by Thwaites as far south as its type locality at yarengo, Illinois. 

ghe -ridge /e slightly gullied and consits of prnk-gray till. the depth of 

weathering is slight. similar till was distinguisehed by Thwaites in samples from 

several wells in Wisconsin but present knowledge does not permit of mapping its 

subsurface extent in wisconsin.
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All the remaining drift of the area mapped by Theaiter and Bleck ean 

be classified a2 deposits of the Gary gubstage of the wisconsin drift. 

Derlen yoraing, he Darien Moreine wes named by alden. It te recognized 

ae the margin of the Gary drigt of wiseonein and was not traced far inte Tliincie 

by ite discoverer, rater mapping by Tldnois geologists has demonstrated that it 

extends south of the border in = direction more southeasterly than that of the 

MoYengo Woreine os ic well shown on the 10 foot interval parvand quadrangle of 

Tllinois. ghis overlap at an angle of about 30 degrees demonstated a shift of ice 

source toward the west so that different mterials were picked up by the ice from 

those found by the westward-moving Tazewelh ice. the relations of the two moraines 

are ghown in the portion of the Harvard quadrangel published vy Thwaites as Pig. 

Bl, peedO ( Thraites, 1956, p. 40) the Darien yoraine has variously been ealled 

vekt Cnioage and valparaiso in rllinots (Alden, 1932, pl. 2, Horber, 1953, fig.2) 

the map pubjgihed ty hraites demonstrates the eeeurence of nen-pitted outwash 

in the reentrant angle between the moraines southeast of HovWard, fliineis. 

his feet demonstates a lapse of tine sufficent to melt all the residual ice 

messes left in the wastage of the ice which deposited the Marengo yoraine. such a 

lapse of time is enough to demonstrate a differgst substage. Tt does not cheek 

astille angiting <titah: tiie Tay views: WEN Sn te einige Wb wide eaten 

Apparently tho significance of pitted outwash and even the use of the torn 

are unknown to many gieeial geologists, It is not mentioned in oither Mints book of 

1957 or on the legena of the glacial map of United States now in preparation, 

Pitted outwash was fully deseribed ina paper by Thmites ( Thvaites, 1926) = copy of 
which 4s enclosed, It 4s best developed in « plains region and is not present in 

large areas in rough topography. In such regions deposits alongside tho ice in valfeys 

aro called “kane terraces" or "See-contact deposits, In the plains space betwoon 

kettles ie lorger and deposits may cover entire counties, Im places the kettles or 

pits are azanged in chains vhich mst record pre-outwosh valleys in vhich the tee
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Lingered longest becyvse of its thicimess, If there are no pits in on outvash plain 

' {i ds lear that the only process which could destroy residual ice masses ie a lapse of tw 

tine suffieiit ot melt then, Monee tho dustr/bution of nonepitted outvesh shows the 
orders of drift of separate cubstages such as the Cary substage, Alden's mapping 

is impossible, he till of the Darien Moraine 4s hicher in stone content 

than that of Marengo Moraine probably because the ice rendvanced over older outwash 

deposits, A contaet of tho “rion $411 on outygh 40 well axooed in the large comorcti/ 
gravel pit at Yontena, This locality has been visited by many classes in glacial 

geology, Kames are more common in the Darien Moraine than in Merengo Moraine, 

Groun) Moraine, ‘ast of the Darien Moraine is 2 considereble extent of vhat the 

present writers tem "ground moraine’. “his is gently rolling except along the aleye 

south of Leake Geneva where it is @issected by revinos vhieh lead dovn te the lake, 

Many of tho ravines contain springs. ‘fhe basin of Lake Geneva is a kettle duo to 
the melting of en ice ronment vhich probobly lay in 9 preglaetc) valley which indente 

the border of the Miogara dolomite. The fee mt dage from an advance carlicr than 

that whieh deposited the Darien Moraine yet the collapse of the surface appears 

to be post Cary for the basin was not smoothed by moving ice. “he extent of the 

outwash delovtha Darien till is not definitely Imovn for the aisteibut jen of wells 

which demonstrate oubvesh below till 4s Limited, It could be that a large portion of 

the upland south of Lake Geneva is an overridden outwesh plain Like that at Jontam 

but this hypothesis cannot be regarded as proved, Throughout the aroa there are 

amall kames and othor sfiginal features vhich apparently led Alden to map much of 

it as endmoraine, the present writers, however, regard these rough stony areas 

simply cs stray marginal deposits formed during the wasters of the Darien ice, 

The soils maps classify this ares as Miami and Cerrington silt loss, tho desis of 

aivishn apparently due to difference in ancat of loos: cover, These soils sppear 

to have ali been formed by weathering of till below the looss cover, 

Gonen Morsing, Alden mopped a Genoa Moraine which exten$ trom the Mmrien Moraine 

jeatZeath of the state Line and thence east and north of east to a reentrant in
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southvestern Kenosha County. ‘This moraine wag the basis of the Delevan Glacial Lobe 

viieh vas described in Ailes Frofecctor Paper of 1904, The only part of this 

treet which 2b all suggests an endmoraine to the present writers is just northwest 

of Genoa, There the north side of a pljsteau slightly higher than the rest of the 

country has ® north-facing slope of about 60 fect, ‘the hich ares to the cmth of the 

Grevelly north slope yhich Alden regarded as an icecontact slope, is st an elevation 

of over 920 foot, On tho gofls map this ares is mapped as Garrington silt loom, 

fo the wout the Melionry Quadrangle with 10 foot interval fails to show any sugcestion 

of an enduoraine, None was observed in the field, ‘Ye the northeast the mexigkan: 

noraine wes mapped slong the kettles efketties of Pow ers, Twin and Pell lekes, 

Ho suggestion of narginel deposits could be cbserved along this lino, Yo explain 

the @ifferense of opinion it is necessary to recall thot Alden regared oll kettles 

as indfestore of marginal deposits, This statement is based on what Thwaites learned 

from him during the field sosson of 1907, Abandonment of the hypothesis of the Genor 

Moraine dees not oxpledn the high ares west of Genoa, It could be due to topography 

which entedated the larien advance or might be assoeiated with the ester mapped by 

oot Ae na NSE SHE Nee HS MORE Sten (sas, 

Delavan Glesisl Lebe, The date pres ented -bove make a starong ease against the 
existance of such s murked Delavan Gleeial Lobe as thet mapped by both Chanberlin 

and Alden, AsSptance of such a lode would make the Darlen-Gonon ies eross the 

basin of Lake Geneva et right angles, Such a southerly ice motion is not supported 

by either striae (there are no outerops in the area) or drumlins ( alse rare if present 

at all}. It certeinly does not fit with t ho pitted outwash plain of the region : 

eround Twin lakes or the recent mapping of moraines in Tllineis ( Alden, 1932, 

Horbverg, 1953), ‘the cause of the lobation aseribed by Alden, the preglacial ‘roy 

valley, appoxrs to the pred/Mt writers as insdequate, It is high time that the 

Delavan Giseial Lobe as a distinct feature be forgotten, :
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Pitted outwash, Yast of the Darien ground moraine there is an extensive 

pavtes eutvadh plain shite tated each of the promisiting tepseresiy, Caly 
gnall remnants of this landseape project through the covering beds of soni and 

grevel . Most of these are marginal deposits or kanes, Some Judging from the 

mediocre topographic maps couli de southwest-trending drumlins, This area is 

mapped ae Waukesha and Pox soils, A considerable area east of Twin Lakes is shown 

on the soils map as the deep phase of Miami silt loam, Although that soil series 

generally roots on t421 it appeared to the present writers tht ibis arca is relatively 

thiak oss on oubesh, Txpossres were seen which show this condition. the boundary 
between this possibly till-covered area and the ares of For soil which wos resognized 

es outwash by Alden is shown by 2 fine dotted line on the map, The course of this ‘ 

verder doce not suggest the margin of an overriding glacier, The legned of the 

solls map records that the borings on which it was baged did not find any coarse ; 

material below this silt. In those days most borings aia not go decper than three foot, 

An area Just cast of Genoa was mapped by us in the fijfa with no visible exposures as 
«~| gpqena morats&’ This may de an error for part of the area is shown as Waukesha on tho 

Boils map, If oo) the outvash plein ds contimous east of Genoe, Borings are 

nooded to settle this point, as well as the true mture of the Mfami silt loam area 

farther east, However, there is no question of the interpretation ef the area around 

Rh SD SSO aly GE mt RN, © Sl len Slept: EP Sa Suet 

Glevation above 900 fect to about 860 fectuekmm its southern part, Precise 

elyations are not given on the old topographic maps and would be hard to discriminate 

because of the loess cover, This ares is obviously Cary drift ond cannot be ; 

Barly “Wisconsin as shown by Alden, ‘here is no evidence of an overridden outwash 

plain, 

Baker? Alden mapped the gravel ridge vhich trends northeast-southwost just north 

of Genoa og an eskor, It is situated in pitted outvash but its southwost extension 

is the supposed ice contact face of Alden's Genoa moraine west of Genoa, ‘he two
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may ve parts of the same deposit, Wore fold work ts mood to 200 Af hare $s any 

evidence on this point, ‘The gravel where examined in a pit near the north end is very 

douldery and dips tovard both flanks of the ridge, It could be either a true esker 

formed between ice wells oF ¢ aremsce filling 1aid dow aphble the ourky phase of the 

adjacont pitted owtwach vhen Lange masses of foe romaine’, On our map this amen is 

. shown only by o dotted line, Certainly it is not like normal eskers whieh eecur in 

ground moraine, 

Yalperaigo Horsine. ast of the pitted outwash plain deseribed sbove 4s the Val~ 

paraiso Mordne as the term was used by Alden, It is very difficult to deseiminate the 

western border of this moraine for it grades inte the coarser phase of the pitted 

outvash end is mch eut up by later erosion channels which branch and reunite among the 

morainic hilis, Mach of the moraine proper fs composed of true kames, Such deposits — 
are meh more irregularly bedded ond coarser than is common in true ontwesh but there 

ig every credation to the crevasse fillings formed in eracks between residual ice 

nasose eal the mugh pibted eabiodh sepentten on tap of dugh weebéilil hed tenet, oeie 

Flint aypears to use the term "ice contact deposits” for both types with no attempt at 

@iserinination, “hw prosont writers exeluded fron the moraine the rellants of the outwash 

plain vitch aro lange enough and free enough te kottlos to nske distinet plated-Like 
hills, A large part of Alden's mapping was followed on our mop, Wmeexe Teta in tho way 

of exposures and well logs is not avatiai/A to tell whether or not the Valparaiso 
Moraine was a rentvence of the ice. If it were the tine lapse was much loss than that whte 

| which yreseoded the formation of the Derien-West Chicago Moraine ond aid not mark 

& distinet substage of tho Wiseonsin glaciation, It shows icewhich moved almost due 

west up the dip slope of the Niagara dolomite, 2s gtves me Mab of © Behaven sastal
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Dyaimece woys, On the map the term dreinage ways has been applied not only te 

channels eroded by glacial meltwaters Dut also te wmpitted outveash south of Velworth, 

The change from deposition. to erosion by the meliwaters neod not here be discussed. 

there was come local erosion by the wate fron melting isolated tee magsea, Such wes 

the ovigin of the lowlands around tak large kettles auch as the plain at Fontana, 

No separation was made on the map. ‘the dreinage channele show only « few kettles 

but Siiver Leke, Comp icke and © muiber of emalicr lekes lie in these erosion Lines 

suggesting thet 211 ice vesiduels had not melted by the tine of the inter moltvater 

erosion, Mo attempt wee made to trace these channel¢ to the north but apparently 

they earricd dysine,6 from Aldens Third Gerrace of the series at Bogle, Waconsin 

(A lden, 1904) The existing maps are uot sceurate enough to work out this problem 

for they show no instrumentel elevations, the berfiers of the chamela arc nob everywhere 

clear gut and casy to map, or River ( not tote confused with the Yor River of 

northeastern Wisconsin) is only incised a few fect below the channel battens. 

Sonalusion. Mayping by the wiiters (1) inereased the aves of mapped ground toraine 

at the expense of Aldents terminal or ondmoraine and what wee chown as pitted outwash 

om the fivat draft of the new glacial map, and (2) disposed of the idea of a Delavan 

Glacial Lobe leaving only a slight bulge in the border of the Iuke Hichigan lobe 

to represent this festure, 

POPERENONS 

ings ig Batre sen ene cls ea WU. 8. Geol, Survey Prof, 
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‘operation state 1Ine ” 

Glacial geology of the Wiseonsin-Tllincis state line east of walworth, vis. 

Introdustion. when the glacial map of wiseonsin was compiled by Thwaites 

in 1086 1 failed to agree with either the map of T11Skabés oF the earlier nape 

of Wiseonsin cheifly that by Alden ( Alden, 1904, 1918). probleme raised by this 

fact comprise; (1) interpretation of soil profiles ani sofle maps, (2) use of 

terms for glacial ani gleelo-fluvial deposits, (2) the relative importance of 

topographic forms versus sediments in glacial mapping, ynd (2) the existance of 

a *jelavan Glacial Lobe as a distinct feature. All of these problems have been 

under discussion in the course of field trips to this ares over many years but 

the field mapping necessary te their selution was not attempted until Sane of 

1957 when Thymites and plack spent slightly over one day in the area. sorings, 

soil profiles ané air photographs were neglected in thie study for lack of time. 

Wevertheless many chances were made in the classification of the glacial deposits 

as shown in the accompanying map. 

Conditions of earlie/work. glacial mapping of this area was severely 

handicapped in the earlier studies ef the area by severe] factors; (1) assignment 

of areas te-eever mide to Chamberlin, Leverett, and Alden aprear te have been 

limited by the state bowndary which they were not at liberty to cross to any 

moteriel extent, (2) topocraphie maps of mediocre quality were available only in 

wiseonsin and those of Tllineis were very crude reconnaisance surveys, and (3) 

the interpretation of the conditions of origin ef sediments (sedimentation) 

was then very slightly developed. ft Stems probable that Aldenn a very careful 

aah qoaattantions woskeamy emia have tom tapetion te suatpt the seectte of Me 

predecessors ( plates 1 and 3, 1904) smohher fact which must be remembered is 

that all the early geologtstsworked”on fot. “ney could not transport equipment 

for digging or bering. Road cuts and grevel pits were then very slightly : 

developed. when # horse wae used it vac often difficult to find a place to hiteh 

it while the seolegiet got out te examine an exposure. Meany exposures did not 

pass through the weathered cone an‘ soli profiles were then poorly wdereced.
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Tt is somll wonder that the geologists of 1957 reach different conclusions 

and this te no dtveredit to thetr predecators. 

Soil maps. ‘The entire ares was covered by soil maps whieh were published 

in 1923 and 1924 (Whitson and others, ay 1924). ‘Thee maps are of considerable 

value for they give the results ef many shallow berings( probably limited te 3 

feet) but perusal of the repertse show that the mappers mist heave had a very limited 

knowledge of glacial geology. Im fact they wore not eneoureged to learn much 

of that branch of science. Jt soon Itkely from the devortptions that the ant 

soil series is thin leess on weothered till. ‘the Cerringten series appears to 

have somewhat thicker leess mainly on ti2h, An exception may be the deep phase 

of the wgami #£1% loam whore eoarce mterial is absent. “hie my be loess on 

assorted drift. the Fox and waukeshs series are obviously on cutwash with either 

thin loess or no loess. The Rodman series represents kames and eskers. wfent 

eteny loam ic similar and it is far frem clear how it was distinguished. the 

poorly dmained soils, Clyde and Genesee series, call for little comment. 

the soils maps cannot easily or definitely bo translated in terms of geology. 

the statement that the soils men were n& ensouraged to use geology is based on 

& conversation by Thwaites with the late 4. R. Whitson who was in change of the 

soil mepping. 

i. TAZEVELL DRIFT 

Marengo yorsine. The only part of the area mapped herewith which cané 

safely be aseribed to the 7,vewell substage of the wisconsin drift is the smll 

trijagular tip of s ridge west of the higher moraine southeast of yalworth, 

Wiseensin. this is the contimution of the warengo Moraine of Tilinois which 

hee been studied by thraites as far south as ite type leeality at warengo, Tllinois. 

the -ridge (@ slightly gullted and consits of pink-gray till. ‘the depth of 
weathering is slight. gimilar till wes distingnisehed by Thwaites in samples from 

several welle in Yiseonsin but present knowledge does not permit of mapping its 

subsurface extent in wiseonsin.



CARY DRIFT age ee 

All the remaining drift of the area mapped by Thwedter and plack can 

be classified as deposits of the Gary substage of the wisconsin drift. 

Darien yorsing. ghe Darien Moraine wos name! by alden. It 4s recognised 

as the mrgin of the Gary dei¢t of vieeonsin and was not traced fer into Tiinois 

by its discoverer. tater mapping by Tllineis geologicts has demonstrated that it 

extenis south of the border in = direction more southeasterly then thet of the 

M.Rengo Moraine os is well shown on the 10 foot interval furvard quadrangle of 

Thidneic. ‘this overlap at on angle of about 30 degrees demonstated a ehift of ice 

source toward the west eo that different materials were pieked up by the fice from 

those foun! by the weetward<moving Tsrowell ice. ‘the relations of the two moraines 

ave showh in the portion of the Hervard quadrangel published oy Mwaites as vig. 

Sl, set ( Thwaites, 1956, p. 40) ‘the Derien woreine has variously been enlied 

Fett Chicago and yalparaise in Mitnots (Alden, 1933, pl. 2, Worbery 195%, f1a.2) ; 

the mp pubifthed ty thmaltes denonstrates the oeurence of non=pitted outwash 

in the reentrant angle between the moraines southenst of Herfard, Tliinois. 

This faet demonestates « lepee of time suffieent to melt all the residual ice 

masses left in the wastage of the ice which deposited the Marengo vormine. Suth a 

lepgee of time is enough to demonstrate a differgpt substage. Tt dees not cheek 
. \ 

Ardpfe meping which shows Tarly wisconsin drift tn the vieinity of twin rakes 

sarentiy the stqnictonnnn of pitted autvaah and oven the uae 0 8? NS 
ciate, th de not monbtoned in either Fiints beck of 

- er. in preparction. 

1967 oF on the lagend of the gineial may of United deetes Nev “ 
wn tet vy Mamites ( Tweites, 1926) = con” 

Pitted outwash was fully descr? rare 
in o plains region ond 4s not present in 

which 1s endlosed, Tt fs dest developed 

Large areas in rong fi re wv betwoan 
v4eo-contact Sepostts. In tho pledns spade 

axe called "kane terraces" or "tee 
ties, In places the ketties or 

mettion is larger ani depesite ney cover ent} 
+ resurt pre-eutwash valleys in vhich the toe 

pite axe anges in chains witch mas
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Mingered longest becuse of its thicimess, If there are ne pits dn an outvash plain 

it 4s eloar that the only process which cowld destroy residual foe msses is a lapse of tf 

tine suttiedss ob met then, once tho djstr bution of nonepitted outwash shows the 
Dorders of arict of separate substacos such ac the Cary aubstace, Alden’s mapping 

is impossible, ‘he till of the Darien Moreine 4s higher in stone content 

than thet of Marengo Moraine probably because the fee rendvanced over older outwash 

deposits, A contest of the “orton £2 on outgah So well exposed in the lange eomaretty 
gravel pit nt Tontona, This Incality has been visited ty many classes in glacial 

goclogy. Kamos are moro common im the tamten Moraine then in Marengo Moreine, 

Ground Mouaing, “ast of the Darien Moraine is a consiterble extent of vhat the 

present writers tem "ground moraine’. “his is gently rolling exeept along the slope 

south of Ile Conem whore it {3 diesected by revines viieh lead down to the ladeo. 
Many of the ravines contain sprince. The basin of Lake Geneva te a kettle duc to 

the molting of sn feo romant which probably lay ino progloeicl valley viieh indents 
the border of the Misgar delonite. the tes m t dete from an sivance earlier than 

that vhteh Aepesited the Marton Moraine yob the eollepee of tho surfeee appeare 

to bo post Gary for the basin vas not anocthed by moving tev, The atent of the 
outwash belovtth Dien til] 4s not definitely Imown fer the dictributjen of velle 

which dononateste outuagh Below $421 fe Linites, It eewld be that a lage portion of 

the upland south of Lake Geneve is an overridden outwesh plain like thet at Yontana 

Dut this hypethesis cannot be regurded ae proved,  Threwhoot the ara theme aro 
amall kases and othr sflginc] fectures vhich apparcntly led Aiden te mop moh of 

it se endworaine., ‘the prosent writers, hovever, regard these rough stony aross 

simply cs strey marginal deposits forme’ during the vastage of the Durien fee. 

The soils mops classify this ares as Mjent and Oomringten silt loans, tho basis of 

dividen oprovently due te Q$fferonae tn ansht of loess cover, These voile appear 

to hove ail doen formed ty weathering of £411 botow tho locus cover. 
Gatob Vorning, Aiden mapped 5 Genda Nowatne which exten from the taurien Nowaine 

jaet“sodle of the state Tine nat thenne scat ont north of east to a veetrent in
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southwestern Kenosha County, This moraine wee the basis of the Nelevan (lacial Lobe 

vaich vas devertves in Atable Profession haper of 1904, The only yart of this 
treet vhish of 211 suggests an ondmoraine to the present writers is Just northwest 

of Genee, ‘hare the north side of a plhatem slightly higher than the rest of the 

country has a nerth-feeing slope of about 60 fect. The high area to the South of the 

Grnraiy sevth sloye vhdeh Aden regurded se on Logeentngt sieys, ts ot an ehavution 

of over 920 feet. On the soils map this aren is mapped an Oarringten silt lee, 

fo the vest the Molonry Qmdrangle vith 10 foot interval fails te chow any sugcestion 

of an endmoraine, Mone was observed in the ficld, 1% the northeast tho muaictm 

moraine was mapped along the kettlesof-kettins of Pow ors, Twin on Pell lakes, 

No suggestion of sarginal deyosits could be observed along this line, To oxlain 

the difference of opinion it is necessary to reesll thet Alden regured 211 kettles 

sa Anddestors of margin) deposits, This statement 4s taged on what Thunites learned 
from him during the field season of 1907, AMandonmant of the hypothesis of the Genom 

Moraine dees not explain the high aren vest of Genoa, It coulé be due to tepormaphy — 

Witch entedstes the tnrton x2venes or night be assogtated vith the osker mapped by 

A Iden northeast of Genoa and here deseribed Dolow, It Lines up well with the 

Supposed Osksrns son and. , 

7 le cctaia te een wessod noon Teas eee 
@xistance of such a muried Delavan Giseial Lebe og thot mapped by beth Cheberlin 

oni Alden, Asepsance of euch a Igbe would make the Dorien-ianon ico opess the 

‘basin of Take Geneva at right angles. Such a southerly fee motion iy not supported . 

vy oither steiae (thare are no outerops in the arcs) ov druniins ( also rarc if present 

at ell}, It cartainiy doo: nyt £16 with ¢ he pitted outwash plein of the region 

around Twin Inkes or the recent mapping of moraines in Tliineie ( Alden, 1932, 

Howberg, 1955), The couse of the lobation aseribed by Aldon, the proiceial Cray 

valley, apponrs to the yrodjt writers ag inadequate, Tt 4s high tine that the 

Dolaven Gleial Lobe as a distinct feature be forgotten,
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Rikted cutmsh, “ast of the Darien ground moraine there is an axtansive 

pitted outwash plain viaieh buried most of the promrisiting topocreshy, only 
gnall ramente of this landseape project through the covering beds of son‘ and 

gravel . Most of these ave marginal deposits or kames, Some Judging from the ; 

modiscre topographic maps couli be southvest~trending dradlins, ‘This ares is 

: mapped a8 Waukesha and Sox soils. A considerable area enat of Twin Lakes is shown 

on the soils mip aa the decp phase of Mieml silt loom, Although that soil seyios 

Generally reste on #411 £% apyeared to the provont weitere thet (bie aren te relatively 
thiek Looss on ontuach, thposures were seen whieh show thie condition, The ‘boundary 

vetwoon this possibly tili-eovered cron and the aves of For soil which wes recognized 

as ouwwesh by Alden is dhom by © fine dotted Line om the map, The course of this 

dorder dows wot suggest the mergin of an overriding siccier., ‘the legnsd of the 

Sells map records that the berings on which it was bosed afd not find oxy coarse 

material Delov thie silt, Ia those days met Dorings aid not go deeper than three foot, 

An apes just enat of Genoa was mypped by us in tho rifha with no visible exposures as 

ground moraine?” This may de an orror for part of the ares in shows as oakesha on the 

‘soils mp, If so, the oubwach plodn is continue eest of Senom, Dorings are | 

needed te settle this point, as well os the truo mture of the Niamh oi2t loam arce 

ferthor enct, However, there is no question ef the interpretation of the area arcunt 

feta lakes and te the north und aertiowst, This plain slopes cantly south tien 

Glevation above 990 fvat to cbout 960 feckumteme ite southom part,  Proaise 

elvations are not given on the eld topographic maps and would be hari to diseriminate 

| because of the loess cover, ‘this aren is cbvicusiy Cany ari and cannot de 
Reyly Wisconsin ss shown by Alden, ‘There ia so evidence of an overridden outwash 

‘ Gabor? Aldon mapped tho cravol ridge which trenis northenst~seuthvest just north 

of Genoa as on ouker, it io aitunted in pitted outwash but its soutinwest extension 

is the supposed fee contact fuse of Aldan's Gonos moraine west of Genoa, “he two
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nay be parts of the sane deposit, Woe 614 won A mooted to ooo tf there to any 

evidence on this point, The gravel vhere cmained in © pit moor the north ond is very 

Douldery and dpe towhrd both flanks of the riage. Tt could de either a true oslor 

formed botweon ies wells or 0 erevisco f1Liing Ladd down dwreng tho carly phase of the 
adjacent pitted entwash when Laygge masses of foe yomnine), On our map thia aves is 

ghown only by = atte, ne, ortainly 4% is not like nomi eskers which ocour in 

gromnd nereine, 

Waluumuisn Nomina. Taot of the pitted outwesh plain desertbed sbove is the Val~ 

pores Morume cs the torn wae used by Adem, It As voey diffieul} to asseininete the 

western border of this moraine for £4 grades iube the coarser phase of the patted 

outesh ond La mach out up by later erosion channels witch brench end rounite among the 

moreinie Millis, Mach of tho mozaine proper ia composed of true Immes, Such deposits 

are mth more irragilarly bedded cad eoorses than is comon in true oxtusch bub there 

1% every grndetion to the erevasse fillings formed in eradies between residual. ico 

meenes ond the much pitted cubwach depesited on top of sath residue iow moses, ; 

Fldnt aypoars te use the tem “Woo omtaet deposits” for both types with no obtempt at 

@iserininstion, “hy prosant writers exeluded froa the moveine the remints of the outvash 

plain vidch axe lange enough and free encod th kettles to meke distinat platob-Like 
hdlis, A Large part of Alden's mapping was followed on our mop, lemme a 

ot empoennen sph wel) Lage te wh wnnttaaidh to Weld shstbee oF ash on Valerio 

Moraine waa a weadvuuce of the lav. Lf it vewe the tino lays was mach Love than thet vite 

which procosdad the fomation of the lariea-Vest Ghigago Moraine ond aid not ue 

& diotingt mibstage of the Wisconsin glaciation, It shove ieuv hich moved almost due 

weet wp the dip slope of the Miagum dolosite. It gives no hint of a Delavan glocial 

lode,



RE I ike 

: & v/ : , 

Mmadnaze vara, om tho mp the ters dzainago ways has boon applied not only to 
chemnels eroded by ¢laotal meltvaters tut also to wipitted cutwash south of Valvorth, 

Tho change fven deposition to arosion by the moltwaters neod not hero be discussed, 

‘There was some local erosion by the water frum melting ieoleted eo masces, such was 

the origin of the loviants crown fade lange kettles ouch ox the plain at Ponta. 
Mo separation was made on the map, ‘the drainage channels chow omly 2 few lest! 

bub Shiver Lake, Camp Ike and a umber of aailicr lokes Mie in these emesion Minos 

suggoeting tht all fee genttucle hed ant relted by the time of the later meltwater = 

erosion, Ne attempt was mode to trace these channels te the novth but apparently 

they carried arainw-e trom dens Third Terrace of the veries ab Bogle, “iseonsin 

(A laden, 1904) «Tha existing maps sre 2ot ncowrate enough te work out this problem 

fer thay show no instrwwntal olartions, Ths dewtors of the chamels aro not everywhere 
clear gah ani suay to map, Pax River ( not tote confused vith the Fee River of 

northeastern 'loconsin) is only inclved a fev fect below the channel hettens. 
Sopeiuaion. Napping by ‘te weltevs (1) ineroased the ages of mapped growd moraine 

at the expense of Alaon'y torminal or smimeraine ant vat ves uhowm as pitted outwash 

on thy first draft of the now gleeial my, and (2) dispose’ of the Aden of a Delavan 

: Clagial Lobe leaving only 2 slight Yalye in the horaer ef the Take Michigan Lebe 

to represant this fexture, | : 

mK SERERINGRS ‘ 

CRE tee om aie he Ue Sy Cool, Survey Prof, 
Aldets vz pe “he cuntemnany Goolocy of southeastern: Visvonstnt U, 9, Ceol, ourvey 

‘o “aper 296, 1938 
A Lae Ys uy Cheeks Ceoloey of tho central otehét eth thtemnat, Geol, Congres 

Souitess be op Spey ona Jour, Goslogy. 241 

Horney Lata, ietstocera tsetts Doov the gona. tt wrtda-etom 

tihng ty tek sah Seats alk Belvie OF foes cad ReanOn Grates Yoeunele 
imtheias As fp ot Skee, Maik taevey of Sanath Goniiys Wheoonsin Geol, and Rat. 

Hist, Survey Bull, 560, 1924 é
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May 23, 1957 

Mr. Fred T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological and 
Natural History Survey 
University of Wisconsin : 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I have read your review of Dr. Shaffer's paper on the Farmdale drift in 
northwestern Illinois, which you gave to me at Bloomington, Indiana, and I am 
enclosing a copy of my comments. 

Because of your long familiarity with the region, I am particularly 
concerned that you do not agree. Therefore, I have discussed your paper at 
considerable length in the hope that I can clarify some of the most troublesome 
points. Some points are not of great importance, but as you are contemplating 
publishing the review, I feel that it is better to clear up in advance as many 
details as possible. 

Dr. Shaffer's restudy of this problem convinced him, and others of us, 

that the previous evidence. on which the Illinoian age of the drift was based is 
not sound, and that the drift occupies the same stratigraphic position as the 
Farmdale loess. Dr. Shaffer does not consider the isstie as closed “beyond 
reasonable doubt." The last word on correlation problems is never spoken, but 
hypotheses that-seem to best fit the evidence ‘should be advanced. 

The Illinois Survey currently has several active projects concerned 
nwo _ with this problem, and we are continuing to look for new evidence and to study 
act alternatives. Dr. Shaffer is helping with this work. We are looking particularly 

0 for field evidence, and we will greatly appreciate it if you can refer us to 
any exposures in Wisconsin that might indicate a pre-Wisconsin age. 

So far as the glacial map is concerned, we anticipate that major 
differences in opinion will have to be presented to the Glacial Map Committee 
as a whole, but in all cases where the problems cannot be resolved, the opinions



Mr. Fred T. Thwaites 
Page 2 
May 23, 1957 

of the authors will be clearly stated. 

It was good to be in the field again with all the Friends of the 
Pleistocene. 

With best regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

TER. ite 
H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Division of Stratigraphy 
and Areal Geology
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March 29, 1957 

Dre F. T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

Your card of February 12 was duly received, and a day or two ago your 
criticism of Shaffer's publication arrived, I have reed it with interest, 

Your first sentence erroneously states that Shaffer proposes a new sub= 
stage of the Wisconsin, The Farmdale substage was proposed much earlier, The 
name was first proposed by me for the "pro-Wisconsin" loess in a paper given be=- 
fore the GSA at its meeting in Chicago in 1946, and in 1947 used in our “Itinerary 
of State Geologists’ Conference on the Ioess Deposits," and then used by me in 
1949 as the name of the first Wisconsin glacial substage in "Itinerary of Field 
Conference, Late Cenozoic Geology of Mississippi Valley." Later it was used in 
"Loess Formations of the Mississippi Valley," by Leighton and Willman, in Jour. 
Geol,, Vol. 58, No. 6, 1950, I have never been satisfied that the drift in 
northern Boone County and eastern Winnebago County was as old as the known I1li- 
noian drift, but when I wrote my 1923 paper there was no category for it in the 
known Wisconsing So my naming of the Farmdale substage did imply a glacial valley 
train from a glacier whose drift sheet was as yet unknown, That was one of the 
reasons why I assigned Shaffer that area in 1953. 

I have noted a few minor points by marginal notes. 

In connection with my current preperation of a critical synthesis of 
our knowledge of the Pleistocene geology of Illinois, I have been devoting some 
time during the fall and winter to a review of northwestern Illinois, particularly 
the matter of the relationship of the glacial deposits to both the source rocks 

and to the geomorphology of the areas 

It seems that you and I are thinking along the same lines, at least 
: for portions of northwestern Illinois, 

Sincerely yours, 

M. M, Leighton 
Chief, Emeritus 

Enclosure
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Comments on the review by F. T. Thwaites (March 27, 1957) of 
“Farmdale drift in northwestern Illinois:" Paul R. Shaffer: 
Illinois Geological Survey Report of Investigations 198, 1956. 

Paragraph) 2: 

eS Concerning the omission of reference to Alden*s 1909 paper; Shaffer makes 
BR full reference to Alden's ideas on pages 7 and 19. These quotations are from the 
sh 1918 report and should represent Alden's latest thoughts. The term References Cited 

\e was used and there was no attempt to list all the publications dealing with the 

of 4{ problem, 

; -Concerning the fact that the area shows little obvious sign of glaciation 
in its topographic forms: This is generally true, but glacial features with relief 
sharper than usually present on the Illinoian are present in places, as near Free- 
port. In meny areas the drift is thin and the bedrock surface rough, so that glacial 
topography would be subordinate regardless of age. The contrast with Cary drift 
is certainly great, but Farmdale drift would be twice as old, and it would have been 
subject to erosion when the Shelbyville ice bordered it to the south and east and 

again when Cary ice bordered it on the east. 

This raiseg the question of whether erosion could have removed the upper 
y part of the Sangamon profile leaving a degraded profile that approximates the 

4 Wisconsin profiles. However, Shaffer found that the profiles conform to the pre- 
, sent topography-~thaitis, in many places they follow down the slopes, which is 

contrary to any possibility of erosien of profiles. If the profiles are Sangamon, 
then there has been very little erosion since Illinoian time. If the profiles are 
Wisconsin, the only way that the drift can be Illinoian or older is te assmme that 
(1) the Sangamon profile was not developed in the area, or (2) it was entirely 
stripped from the drift at the beginning of the Wisconsin. 

Concerning the first alternative: Shaffer notes that relatively flat upland 
areas are present, as near Mt. Morris, and these are not greatly different from 
areas covered by Illinoien drift farther south where the typical Sangamon profile 
was developed. Also, the Sangamon profile is well developed on the Illinoian in 
other areas where the drift mantles an area of high refief, as at places in western 
and southwestern Illinois. 

Concerning the second alternative: Shaffer made an exhaustive search of 
readcuts and pits and made many euger borings in flat upland areas, but failed to 
find a single profile on the drift that could be called Sangamon, Several people 
have thought they had exposures ef gumbotil in this region, but “haffer checked 
allireported occurrences and found that they were local humic-glei soils showing 
no appreciable decomposition of easily weathered silicates. Although the soils 
resemble gumbotil in general appearance, they could have develeped in a small 
fraction of Wisconsin time. Until a gumbotil or similar old soil is found, it 
hardly seems logical to call Illineian a drift which everywhere seems to have a 
profile of weathering no greater than early Wisconsin. 

Paragraph 33 

: Shaffer dic give great attention to the depth of leaching and records : 
\ at faTT \iny of the 31 sections described in the report. He did not finu it to average 

Yt as great aa(@) feet. He believes that Alden's estimate of 5 to 6 feet may even 
be a littie Righ. 

Shaffer's identification of the sequence of materials eee ed in the — 
borings and outcrops is entirely consistent with the practice foll in our



area for many years. The sequences are readily ebserved and are repeated many places. 
We may be wrong on correlations, but I see no basis fer criticizing the methed. Your 
inference that this type of differentiation cannot be done because the glaciers plowed 
up older deposits should be checked against the field evidence. 

Paragraph 4: 

The evidence of composition and topegrephic position and of thickness and 
grain size variations so overwhelming indicates that the loesses of Illinois were 
derived from the major valleys and the glacial valley trains in them, that we no 
longer refer te the hypothesis that the leess came from the dry west. 

The probability that a pre-Iowan Wisconsin ice advance existed to account 
for the Farmdale lcess underlying the Iowan loess was recognized many years ago, 
and we have been looking for a drift in that position ever since. Thatseems to be 
@ scientifically sound mental process. 

The name Peorian is used for undifferentiated Wisconsin loess younger than 
the Farmdale ioess. It embraces loess of several substages, but not necessarily 
all of them, and the name, therefore, is frequently not shown in classification tables. 

Paragraph 5: 

So far as I can find, Shaffer usesithe word preglacial only once (p. 15, 
line 6 under Thickness of the Ice). He is using it there in the sendée of “before 
the glaciation of the ares discussed," not pre-Pleistocene. This seems to be clear 
from the context. The word preglacial is very commonly used with that meaning 
beceuse it saves a lengthy phrase, but it is a questionable practice, It does not 
generaliy cause confusion because. there is no way to differentiate the pre-Pleistecene 
and the early glacial stages in the weathered zones. It seems to me that you use the 
word preglacial in the same meaning as Shaffer in lines 13 and 14 of paragraph 6 and 
again in line 2 of paragraphy 7. You alse use post~glacial in the same manner ~- 
to mean post-melting of the ice —- in paragraphs 3, 5, 6, and 7. 

Paragrash 4: : 

Shaffer endorsed Flint's conclusion that the gravel deposits of northwestern 
Illineis are constructional land forms only efter examining many of them to consider 
various hypotheses. The position of many of these gravel deposits as ice~contact 
terraces along the sides of valleys and in eskers crossing valleys makes it difficult 
to advocate any major widening or deepening of the valleys since the deposits were 
laid dewn. in some areas the relief 6f the gravel deposits may well have been 
increased by their resistence to erosion. 

You place more emphasis than we do on the influence of the bedrock of the 
immediate area in controlling the composition of the overlying till. This may be 
much more effective in an area of active erosion such as yours, but in our area the 
amount of erosion dees not seem to be so great, particularly in the outer 50 miles 
or so of each ice sheet, as shown by Horbert (Our Report of Investigations 165). 
The Farmdale and Shelbyville tille of Shaffer's area have textures which are essentially 
the seme as the texture of tills in central Illinois. The differences are mostly 
in the character of the pebbles and boulders. 

The question of whether the drifts of northwestern Illinois and south-central ; 

: ae



Tllinois can be of the same age and the differences in the profiles on them result 
from differences in topography is partially answered in the discussion of your 
péeragraph 1. It certainly is possible that continuous erosion would prohibit 
development of strong profiles, but the odds against it heppening nar aati a 
large region and ending very sharply along the line of the Green River (Shelbyville) 
lebe seem very great. 

As the drift Shaffer calls Farmdaie is not leached where overlain by Iowan 
loess and Shelbyville till, your suggestion would require complete erosion of the 
Sangamon profiles along the north side ef the Green River lobe but very little on 
the south side. 

As the profile on the Farmdale shows about the degree of leaching and 
decomposition that we would expect on earliest Wisconsin drift, it would also 
be necessary te advocate that continuows erosion prevented soil developement 
until the beginning of the Wisconsin, and then for some reasof erosion stopped 
and weathering took over threughout the area. 

Paragraph 7: 

By Shaffer's interpretation even the Apple River Canyon is an early 
Wisconsin feature. Diverted rivers loaded with glacial debris and a favorable 
gradient might erode such features in @ relstively shert time. Very coarse 
gravels indicating torrential fiow are found along the margin ef the drift and 
are described by Shaffer. 

: More important even thah the depth of the profiles is that decomposition 
of silicates in the northern area is not even close to the degree found on 
the Tllinoian drift to the south. 

We feel that the weight of the evidence at present is in favor of an eerily 
Wisconsin age: j 

(1) The degree of weathering of the drift in no instance is greater than 
Ps might be expected on early Wisconsin drift. 
| Gent (2) The till is not leached where overlain by loess that is either 
er pro-Shelbyville or Iowan in age. 

(3) The presence of the Iowan loess shows that a Sangamon profile was not 
removed erosion of the Shelbyville ice. 

(4) The tid] directly underlies the Iowen loess in the position occupied 
by the Rarmdale ioess farther south. : 

(5) The till ie mostly pinkish, which we would expect if it correlates i 

with the pinkish Farmdale loess. 4 

: H. B. Willman 
Hey 23, 1957 
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Farmdale drift in northwestern Illinoiss Paul R. Sheffer: Illinois Geological Survey 
Report of Investigations Noe 196, 1956 

Since Shaffer's report on northwestern Illinois proposes a new substage of the 

Wisconsin Drift, which has long been much subdivided, it deserves cereful consideration. 
This report affects the correletion of t he extre-morainc drift of southern 
Wisconain, en area in which the present writer was field assistent to Willima C. Alden 
in the field season @ of 1907. Since that time he hes visited both the Wisconsin and 
Illinois portions of this drift many times and demonstrated to students some of 
the criteria for ege determination of glacial drifts. 

In the historical summary of previous investigations of this area in Shaffer's 
report there is no mention of Alden's paper of 1909 in which the problem of age 
of the drift of this area is fully discussed. Alden's study involved the reletion of 
what would today be called s oil profiles to rock topography and to soil erosion 
whieh oceured during their formetion by weathering. Alden also discussed the relation 

of the bed rock topography to the several formations in which it was eroded. 
East and south of Rock River the weak St. Feter sandstone lies below the present 
drainage level whereas to the north and west it is high above it and makes a 
lendscape much like thet of the Driftless Area farther west and north, In feet it 
has g@ften been suggested that hed Fennemen been more femilar with this region he 
would have included it in the Driftless Section which includes ereas around the 
Driftless Area which are not much affected by glacial drift. It is certain that 
this srea shows little obvious sign of glaciation in its topographic forms. 

One of the most notable events in the history of investigation of glaciel | 
deposite was the introduction of the soil auger by Leighton. This method of 

supplementing the evidence of excavations permitted measurments of the depth of 
postglacial weathering on divides where post drift erosion has been at a minimum. 

Leighton tabluated his averages of depths of leaching of carbonates and concluded 

thet north and west of Rock River it is about 8 feet. Thig.is notably more then 
the averages for the Shlebyville and Iowan drifts where it “about 5 feet. Shaffer 
continued the use of the auger but appears to have been more interested in the 
succession of meterials than in the depth of leaching. Every section is correleted 
into deposits of different age to which names are attached. One wonders just how 
s ome of these correlations of rather thin leyers were made. Certainly fossils 
could not have been used. Plowing up of older deposits by glacial erosion is not 

considered. Neither the reletion of the glaciel deposits to nearby source of 
meterial nor removel of material by glacia 1 erosion is mentioned. Shaffer's method 
of correletion mey be termed the stratigraphic approach to the sutdy of drifts. 
The method is certainly invaluable in many localities but no mention is mede of the 
many pitfalls encountered in its practical application. 

A sidelight which may be important in evaluating Shaffer's report is that the 
Illinois geologists sppear from their publications to be convinced thet all loess 
deposits were derived from silt blown from nearby glecial outwash. Derivation 
from the dry west is not considered. Henc@ when the lower loess eat Peoria was 
nemed Farmdele it might have seemed desirable to find a Farmdale till from whose 
outwas h it was deried. The use of the same name for a drift strongly indicate? 
this mental process. “nother item is that Shaffer had previously correlated the 
Shelbyville till of Illinois with the Iowan till of Iowa. It would then follow 
thet e till slightly older than the Shelbyville till would be pre-Iowan. If the 
Iowan is regarded as an early Wisconsin substage then it should follow that such 
a pre-Shelbyville till repre sentSe previously undicriminated Wisconsin substage. 
It must be noted thet some of the nemes used in Shaffer's report, such as Peorian 

are not found in his table of drifts and intervals. 

; The uplands of the aree described by Sheffer ere covered with very thin 

drift which lies on weathered bed rock. He calls all weathering preglaciel
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How is he sure of this® Way all weathering of bed rock preglecial? The present writer 
hes observed destruction of striee by westhering not only in later Wisconsin drifts 
but since he started teaching. 

Another point of dispute is Shaffer's endorsement of Flint's conclusion that 

the gravel deposits of northwestern Illinois are constructional land forms. 
Could not they be due to the greater erosion of the till around them? Gravel is 
certainly more resistent to erosion than is till. In Wisconsin the residual 
origin of the gravel hills is certainly a valid hypothesis, Another point is thet 
one looks in vain for ea discussion of the physical and chemical nature of the till 
of northwestern Illinois to its bed rock source. The dolomite and sandstone of this 
northern ares sre unlike the shale and sandstone of central Illinois where the 
present writer once spent two field seasonse What relation did the rolling 
topography of northwestern Illinois and southern Wisconsin have to the conditions of 
development of postglacial soil profiles? Central Illinois where the recognized 
type locelity of the Illinoian drift is has a drift plain of very clayey till which 
completely concealed the preglacial topography over most of the srea. The present 
drainage of central Illinois is clearly xuperimposed on the preglacial landscape, 

In northwest Illinois and southern Wisconsin there are many cases of local 
diversion of the preglaciel drainage by what Alden termed “drift dams", The diverted 
streams some of them very small have since eroded nerrow valleys with steeply 
sloping although not cliffed sides. No mention of this phenomenon can be found in 

Sheaffer's report. It is true that some diversions also occur in the younger 
Wisconsin drifts and that some of these postgleciel valleys could have been eroded by 
glaciel meltwaters. However, many were certainly made by postglaciel erosion 
for the streams flow toward and not away from the former glacier. Do not these 

diversions seem to indicate a greater ege than do the relatively shallow soil 
profiles? 

In summary, the present writer elso failed to find in this marginal driff 
as deep soil profiles as those of the plains of central Illinois. But one cannot help 
wondering if this fact might not be due to a different kind of till lying upon 
a rougher bed rock surface with steeper original gradients. It is very hard 
to find in this drift area any place where conditions of weathering have been similar 
to those farther south or where one can be sure that postglacial erosion did not 
go on concurrent with weathering. The question remains as it has for many years: 

it this area e comparatively young drift or is it, as Alden concluded, an old drift 
prehaps Illinoien, which looks youngbecause of the different conditions of postglacial 
alteration from those of central Illinois? Has the cas@ for o Faermdale drift 
been proved "beyond reasonable doubt? 

F. T. Thwaites 27 March, 1957 

References not in Shaffers report. 

Alden, W. C., Concerning certain criteria of discrimination of the age of glacial drift 
sheets as modified by topographic situetion and drainege relations: 
Jour. Geology, vol. 17, ppe 694-709, 1909 

Fennemen, No Mo, Physiography of Eastern United State, McGraw-Hill, 1938 
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& Famdale arift in northwestern Illinois, Paul R. Shaffer, Illinois Geological Survey 
: Report of Investigations No. 198, 1956 E 

: Shaffer's report on northwestern Illinois describes the surface distribution 

of a pre~Iowan substage of the Wisconsin drift. it deserves careful attentionnot only 

ainsi inovenelity the list oP aes caceeks but also becmise it 

makes the marginal drift of southern icatasie and northern Illinois much younger 

than haa formerly been supposed. “he writer feels in a position to evaluate this 

report since he worked in southern Wisconsines field ~~ to W. C. Alden in - 

yo and has subsequently visited both this area xteieethat-of northern Illinois 

many tines on field trips in glacial geology. During these excursions he tried to 

demonstrate in the field the criteria of age of glacial deposits which students had | 

learned in the am class poom, | ~~ Yu bert reld aver pied potion 
Wh  Urtrt Thar s mee 

In his historical summary of earlier work in the area he describes Shaffer 

t fails to include two important works by Alden, , In 1904 Alden described the part 2 

ee ak east o f Bock River, and rezotf it its age may be Iowan. In 1909 

A\lden discussed the problem ere ems aritts wedk'on depth of weathering and 

d amount of erosion, This paper ae published outside ol Hinton Survey and hence 

_ was less censored to nect ordbaox idegs of htex that pk In this paper the problems 

of the relation of depth of weathering to sees which went on during the development 

of what would now be termed "soil profiles" (8 ia of amount of postglacial 

erosion to original slopes of the aregf¢-alee considered. It was pointed out that 

the rise in level of the incoherent St. Peter sandstone toward the northwest 

resulted in sted ana steeper original slopes in that direction, These original , 

slopes goveryned postglacial erosion so that the ——- part of the drift ¢ 

occurs in a landscape which gives little visible evidence of glaciation, In fact 

: the writer has often suggested that had Fenneman been more familar with this 

marginal aoe would probably have included the district in his Driftless Section 

instead of the Till Plains, As a final result Alden concluded that these topographic ; 

conditions mgde the marginal drift appear younger than it actually is and hence it 

was correlated as Illinoian. ie wep ul = Zz 
prund huyn : - .
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Home paovation 
/ Alden carried no tools to dig or bore jee os overservations of depth of . 
“AW pal ean: 

carbonate leaching were made mainly en hillsidey. It vas not until Leighton carried 

the use of the soil augyer from Iowa to Illinois that authentic averages of this depth 
ee : 

: could be reached. Holes we: — postglacial erosion is at a minimum, 

However, it is very hard tofind any level uplands such as are etrendant in central : 

Illinois on which postglacial erosion has certainly been negligdble. 

One of the most serious criticisms which may be bfought against the theory of 

erosion concurrent with weathering is that slope wash does not axioul to divides 

This fact was first announced by Horton but fails to take into account removal of 

2 surficial material by mass movenont, Erosion by creep or solifluction occurs on very 

Little Us Fe 
lowe slopes and is oe affected vy, size a ee area of rainfall. 

Today exposures of the weathered mantle are poor for the cuts made when roads were 

first improved for automobiles treved are now heavily grassed over. Nevertheless, 

it appears that much material may have thus been removed and that reduction of divides 

is not accomplished by slope waa! Such mass movement could have been more rapid 
ae : 

turing the Giada than it is at present, but the nature of the climatice_changes 

of that period is still debatable. Leighton's averages of depth of weathering 

include moasurgente with wide difference; between them and also include the mantle of 

loess which is thicker in Illinois than on the Iowan drift of Iowa. The writer 
Is _ re’ 5 

has fovnd w%-few examples of very deep weathering, on bets 28 feet and another 

a ea 
over 20 feet to calcareous drift. = exceptions A the prevailingly shallow 

: e ‘ 

depths migit be filled kettles. 

Shaffer seems to have been more interested in the sudsesion of different 

materials, the stratigraphic approach to glacial corfelation than he was in depth of 

weathering. Some readers have Hordepea. just x certain correlations of thin 

| layers encountered in auger holes was arrived-at, Certain it is that the various 

te ad : . 
pitfalls ta lepetdoation of this method are not discussed. ‘Phe color of drift * 

" deposits is related in part’ to their nee Tice toveandt a records of borings - 
y 7 Carrs. ° y 

\ Vv a short distance apart may differ greatly. n mention is made of plowing up of older 

deposits by ice motion.
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Shaffer does not mention the "drift dams" or local drainaze diversions which 

caused postglacial erosion of narrow valleys. Some of thse streams we are now very 

Seliger } 
small and See could have carried ite meltwat ae could not have. 

ale i : id j 

The sides of —. rock valleys are sloping amd not cliffed. Certainly thS#i occurence 

and interpretation demand mention, Do they indicate a longer postglacial time than 

does the moderate weathering or was Pleistocene climate greatly different from that of 

me the present? : 

Another point which is not clear is the correlation of all weathering of 

bed rock as preglacial. Ceftainly selie~ic_not-and it has been suggested that-it 

_Andicates a Jonger postglacial interval than does_observed vont hering-of-the-drift — r 

ae Cephawly, Go we A head tarde. bensofhlt bam Grad ge dese 

At a nt lem foe) Ui a Ga unaldany lac a 
; Flint's conclusion that the gravel deposits of the area ——— topogra: Ce 

’ “s 

forms rather than the result of postglacial erosion is accepted without question. & : 
Chow C 

Many of the examples—of glacio-fluvial deposits in Wisconsin eewké be explained by | oN 

greater resistance of gravel to erosion than that of till. “ndis point requires 
cog 

further study,and explanation. es 

A point which demands much more explanation is the aitternce of material and 

original \ 

er of the drift of northern Illinois from that of central Illinois, 

In the north the drift was derived from sandstone and dolomite. Farther south 

shale and sandstone were the parent materials. What effect did this have on 

permfability and depth of postglacial weathering? It is most difficult to compare 

conditions of the central Illinois plains with those of the more rugged country 

farther north, “Phe wrelen fren lnwrr-frelh perverse ther teredsion on» 

iA point for the suggested transfer ‘of the age of the northern drift from 

TLlindan to Wisconsin - the relation to the overlying loess which were deep enough 
N\ oA ue & f 

tobe Sn upon fresh till, This is not at all like central Illinois 
: J S 

where over wide areas two loess deposits rest upon previosly deeply weathered till, 

A point against the carrelation of the the product of a pre@Iowan Li 
Ory, - 

glacier is its lobation, It is the deposit of a expanded Lake Michigan Lobe Gj. _ 

which brought Niagara dolomite pebbles to the border of the Driftless Area, = ie 
K < : : J ones
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‘There are off kmown times when the Lake Michigan lobe spread far to the west, the’ 
ee Wtuma— 

Tllinoian and the Tazewell, i S$ maps and sections do not suggest that there 

: could be another Wisconsin substage which ceuid-pessibly ea as far to the : 

northwest. 2 Sasee j 

Shaffer's argument for the pre~Iowan age of the Ferndale drift rests ajo kna 

inferred relation to the previously named Fermdale leess which he regards as the 

dust from Farmdale valley trains nats previos correlstion of the Shelbyville 

Tazewell moraine as Iowan. Yr érift of the a A llinois appears slightly older / 

than the Shelbyville but this equivalence Ate, Cases is not accepted by all. Until 

that point is explained the erection of a pre~Iowan sudstage remains not definitely 

: co he ee = a ps 
proved, Ths pan, poe ee from oRuretl et ldap tt fame ‘ 
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eens vom en WOrBINS Was ths basis OF the Delavan Glacial Lobe 

which was described in Aldnes Professioli Paper of 1904, ‘The only part of this Ss 

(une) viddh oh oX1, muguente an qnimeunins <6 tha present weibers 40. dust mertiorent 
of Genoa, ‘There the north side of a plheteau slightly hicher than the rest of the 

country has 8 north-facing slope of about 60 fect, The hizh arsa to the jouth of the 

grevelly north slops which piden regerded as an icecontact slope, is at on eloevetion 

of over 920 feet, On the soils map this area ig mapped as Carrington silt lesan, 

To the west the MeHenry Quadrangle with 10 foot interval fails te show any suggsestion 

of an endmoraine, None was observed in the ficld, To the northeast the smrietun 

noreins was mapped along the kettles of kettles of Pow ers, Twin and Pell lakes, 

No suggestion of marginal deposits could be observed along this line. To explein 

the difference of opinion it is necessary to reesi) that Alden regared all kettles 

ag indiesters of merging) deposits, This statement is based on what Thwaites learned 

from him during the field season of 1907, Abandonment of the hypothesis of the Genoz 

Moraine does not explain the high area west of Genoa. It could be due to topography 

which antedeted the Marien advance or might be associated with the esker mapped by 

A lden northeest of Genoa and here described below, It lines up well with the Pe 
’ : 

eeppenl, WN, ep neta purere “yew 

Delaven Glacial Lobe, the data prey ented vbove nalke a sterong cose against the 

existance of such « mavked Delavan Glecial Lobe as thet mepped by both Chamberlin 

Ah Men, aontbiee érbide’e "hits Yeoatierancdi ond desman eratdetenaed wie!" ( Alden, 

basin of lake Geneva at right angles. Such 2 southerly ice motion is not supported 

by either striae (there are no outerops in the area) or drumlins ( also rare if present 

at all). It certainly does not fit with t he pitted outwash plain of the region 

around Twin Lekes or the recent mapping of moraines in Illinois (Alden, 1932, 

Horberg, 1953). The cause of the lobation aseribed by Alden, the preglacial Troy 

valley, appears to the presnet writers 2e inadequate, It is high tind that the 

Delevan Glatial Lobe as a distinct feature be forgotten. 

s Pads Ube, pose 2 

vo,
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2 sarmdale drift in northwestern Illinois: Paul R. Sheffers Illinois Geological Survey 

; Report of Investigations No. 198, 1956 sha : os 

| ) Bilicee ite dM. Since Shaffer's report on northwestern Illinois Yee cces a sub: of the 
wee | Wisconsin Drift, *whieh-has—leng_beon—aueh—subdivided, it deserves careful consideration. 

7 This report affects the correletion of t he extra-moraine drift of southern 
Wisconain, an area in whieh the present writer was field assistent to Willima C, Alden 

te in the field season ot 1907. Since thet time he has visited beth the Toconeis and 
Illinoie portions of this drift meny times and demonstrated to students some sf 
the criteria for age determinetion of glacial drifts. ’ F 

In the historical summary of previous inveetigetions of this area in Shaffer's 
report there is no mention of Alden‘s peper of 1909 in which the problem of age 
of the drift of this area is fully discussed. Alden's study involved the reletion of 

ew ae net ee pote be called = oil profiles,to rock topography end to soil erosion — 
wer” whieh ce jed during their formation by weathering. Alden also discussed the relation 

3Y of the bed rock topography to the several formstions in which it was eroded. Y 

PP East and south of Rock River the week St. Peter sandstone lies below the present 
drainage level whereas to the north and west it is high above it and makes e 
landsegpe much like thet of the Driftless Area farther west and north, In fact it 

hae éften been suggested that had Fenneman been more familar with this region he } 
would heave included it in the Driftless Section which includes areas around the — 
Driftless Area which are not much affected by glacial drift. It is certain thet 
this area shows little obvious _ Sign of glaciation in its topographic forms. } 

Que of the most satainil coca in’ van \idkere st ieeeiilinien wt pane 
4, CAs, deposits «as the introduction,jof the soil auger,by Le Thies method of : 
“4&4 dup lenient ing the evidence of extnvetiata coecittes eieomteniie of the depth of 

nw Ow" oo postglacial weathering on divides where post drift erosion has been at a minimum. 

nw. Leighton tabluated his averages of depths of leaching of carbonates and concluded = 
Bo that north and west of Rock River it is abo t,,,fhis is notably more then 

ie averages for the Shijébyville and Iowan dr 5 aie At Nabout 5 feet. Shaffer 
y 1 eontinued the use of the suger but appears to have been more interested in the , 

‘ succession of meterials than in the depth of leaching. Every section is correlated 
into deposits of different age to which names are attached. One wonders just how 
s ome of these correlations of rather thin layers were made. Certainly fossils 
ceSuld not have been used. Plowing up of older deposits by glecial erosion is not 

considered. Neither the reletion of the glacial deposits to nearby souree of 
material, nor removal of material by glacia 1. erosion is mention Shaffer's method 
of correlation may be termed the stratigraphic approach to the ify of drifts. 
The method is certainly invaluable in many localities but no wention is meade of the 
many pitfalls encountered in its practical application. 

A sidelight which may be importent in evaluating Shaffer's report is thet the 
Illinois geologistieppear from their publications to be convinced thet all loess fon 
deposits were derived from silt blown from nearby glecial outwash. Derivation 

from the dry west is not considered. Henc@ when the lower loess at Peoria was 
named Faseinle/tie sieve cheno’ desirable to find a Farmdale ti11 from whose 
outwag h it was %. The use of the same name for a drift strongly indicated 
this mental processe® “nother item is that Shaffer had previously correlated the 

wr wt Shelbyville till of Illinois with the Iowan till of Iowa. It would then follow 
that ea till slightly older than the Shelbyville till would be pre-Iowan. If the 

a lowan is regarded as an early Wisconsin subetage then it should follow thet such 
a pre-Shelbyville till neers pees previously unditriminated Wisconsin. substage. ‘ 
It must be noted thet some of the names used in Shaffer's,report such as Peorian 

are not found in his table of drifts ond intervals. 7 yee 

The uplands of the area described by Shaffer are covered with very thin / 
drift which lies on weathered bed rock. He calls all weathering preglacial eee 

- Fs 1 PRS Ne x a Ao ES pai)
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How is he sure of this, Wa) all weathering of bed rock preglecial? The present writer _ 
hes observed destruction of striae by weathering not-ondy in later Wisconsin drifts, . 

at } put/since he started teaching. s 

: Another point of dispute is Sheffer's endorsoment of Flint's conclusion that : 
the gravel deposits of northwestern Illinois are constructional land forms, : 
Could not they be due to the greater erosion of the till around them? Gravel is 
certainly more resistent to erosion than is till. In Wisconsin the residual 
origin of the gravel hills is certainly a valid hypothesis. Another point is thet 
one looks in vain for a discussion of the physicql and chemical neture of the till 
of northwestern Illinois to its bed rock source. The dolomite and sandstone of this : 
northern area are unlike the shale and sandstone of central Illinois whers the  — 
present vriter once spent two field seasons. What relation did the rolling : 
topography of northwestern Illinois and southern Wisconsin have to the conditions of 
development of ,ostglacial soil profiles? Central Illinois where the re a 
type locality of the Illinoien drift is has a drift plain of very clayey till. whic 
completely concealed the preglacial topography over most of the area. The present 
dreinege of central Illinois is clearly guperimposed on the preglacial landscape. : 

In northwest Illinois and southern Wisconsin there ere many cases of local 
diversion of the preglecisl drainage by what Alden termed “drift dams". The diverted } 
streans ) Some of them very small have since eroded narrow valleys with steeply 
sloping although not cliffed sides. No mention of this phenomenon can be found in { 
Shaffer’s report. It is true that some diversions also occur in the younger Z 
Wisconsin drifts and thet some of these postglacial valleys could have been eroded by 
glacial ueltweters. However, many were certainly wade by postglacial erosion, . 
for the streams flow toward end not away from the former glacier. Be-notifhese fo 
diversions seem to indicete a greater age than do the relatively shallow seil i 
profiles? my 

In summery, the present writer also failed to find in this marginal drift ee 
as deep soil profiles as those of the plains of central Illinois. But one cannot help 4 
woncering if this fact might not be due to a different kind of till lying upon , } 
a rougher bed rock surface with steeper origins] gradients. It is very hard + eg ‘ 
to find in this drift area any place where conditions of weathering have been similer 
to those farther south or where one can be sure that postglacial erosion did not mea 

go on concurrent with weathering. The question remains as it has for many years: ¥ 
Sa this area a comparatively young drift or is it, as Alden concluded, an old drift 

“Wars Tllinoien, which looks eae of the different conditions of postglacial | 
alteration from those of central I. ois? Hes-the-ces@-for—e-Feradalis_irift 

e 

; ¥. T. Thwaites 27 March, 1957 2 

References not in Shaffers report. 

Aldea, v. €., Goncerning certain criteria of discrimination of the age of glaciel drift — 
sheets as modified by topographic sitwetion and drainage relations: ae 
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( Contes Ne Me, Physiography of Eastern United State, McGraw-Hill, 1938 ee 
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/\ Glacial geology of the Wisconsin-Illinois border east of Walworth, 6: 
\ — Bede 

; Z F, T. Thwaites 5 Wn 

: : j 1 / 
eS Introduction. “nen the glacial map of Wisconsin was compiled’ in 1956by Thwaites, 

SS é — 
x 

it failed te Ggree with the map of Illinois. —Bte problems raised by this fact -ere+ 
4 Sennen Fae C : 

aa comffybe ; (1) interpretaion of sediments both unaltered and 

: . as 

in soil profiles, (2) use of terms for glgcial and glacio~fluvial deposits, (3) (Ax 

relative importance of topographic forms versus sediments in glacial mappings Dod, 

tr Cane 
[ha 5 Us ansen 

(4) the existance of a “Delavan Glacial Lobe", -fres¢é foviens ty Hite-anow hve been 

under discussion for many years but ee ef 7 

pif AE 7 

Pet ose MedeTiat . a BUCK or 7 
necessary te their setisizetery solution” te slightly over one day deveted—by—the- 

eS at toe 
‘ -~wettexs—te the area wes-enbirely—ineufficlent—te—reach-fimet-resulte. Unfortunately 

fx ~ 
< (om porwr 9 — ] : Por 20h ch- dim © 

Boring eas soil profiles were ef-necoesity—extirely neglected, Nevertheless, #+—is— | 

A many Changes were me d4 m& th. pets re | dleprest 
A spperent-thet,definite results were attained as chow on ths Scien mape 

‘ Gonditions of early work. The mapping of the area in early days was severely 

MY \ 
4 

_ \V\ handicapped by (1) the fact that none of the geologists, Chamberlin, Leverett, and 

bo ate, 
Alden had authority @p/ cross the state line ext ni iwelys (2) topographic maps were 

— es s Cen : - 

7 BR One Weim pak err %) Piduson qynolaly 

lacking especially in Illinois, and (3) the science of sedimfentation, the inTerpre- 

. Ue daily) 
. tation of os which led to the a then unlmexp—oz very slightly lkmewn. 

Ye 
Alden wes always a very careful and conscientious workei tat may have felt impelied to 

j Z ie 
: - ac@ept the earlier mapping shown on plategl and 3 of his Profession Paper 34. * 3
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These early geologtatqvorized almost entirely on foot and aid not dig or bore to 

subsurface unk \vary . o> 
study wuteriying material. fo for these-purpeses simply could not be trans- 

i ported on foot. Scologist>mst have become so weary by the latter part of a day 

( that they could not appreciate much that they saw, Smali wonder is it that the 

\ geologists of 1957 reach different conclusions. This is no discredit whatever 

/ to ckhexeniy their predemkcessors. 
pee Sa ea 

U a oy 
a9 zewell aritt,/ *he only portion of the area which can/ve eateiy) ascribed to 

| = ee. ve 
the Tazewell substege of the Wisconsin drift is the small (fnelular tip of the 

see oS 
un Uy Wolunt 

Marengo Moraine which projects into Wisconsin just fie consists of a pink-gray 

till which has been considerably pee e extends directly south into S 

Illinois and has been ro1fea by Thwaites as far as its type locality at Marengo, Lunn, Z 
e - 

~Pawrwdn aw : . y ss s 

(Gi has-been distinguished by lithology in several well logs in “isconsin but rw? rm 
ss a 

ied dee 
exact tracing of the buried moraine is as yet impossible. pet in of a : 

(i ersetnisafe noi. ec. % goers : arift<Daire{n Moraine en morain: ed. Al is re zed Cary e Dairgi ” by cogni: 

asthe margin of the Cary substage,in-Wiseonsin, It consiste, of light doraten till 
SE satis, 

: with many kames and is so well kmown that saueticaies is necessary. 

aoe ae 
m? Abed, 

This moreine Frses the Marengo,at an angle of prekeps 30 degrees thus se 

S pee Narn : 

a Se in ice mevemerit, In Illinois the relation of the moraines 

is very clear on the Harvard Quadrangle a portion of which is shown as Fig. 51, p. 40 ) 

of the "Outline Of Glacial Geology" by Thmites. The occurence Gf non”pitted
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char 
‘outwash between this later moraine and the Morengo Moraine is tndubittabie proof of 

" Gimaak 
_ marked lapse of time between their formation, a‘ Impse long enough to Juftity the 

discrimination of separate substages,. Residual ice ee had all melted prier to 

the readvance which led to the formation of the Darien Moraine, which—has-been— 

SS —E Lee 
f ‘fo “onlied-veth-Yeipereios ant Veet Chivagy tr titinots;- In this connection it should be 
wah 

ce either poe 
| noted that the term "pitted outwash" is not mentioned in Flint's recent book (Gheesel 

Ptiatatinm cuolezg pd wiley end noma pste7y, K 
or in the proposed legend for the Glacial Map now in preparation. Presence of 

kettles in the horigontally stratified ei<cias gi sits 6F(outwash 

is obvious proof that the area was glaciated not very long before. Conversely a 

ye a their absence indicates a lapse of time, “his matter was fully explained in a paper by 
ja! fr PRL deer weit aff wel pe, are 

0 si 4 € . v fa Se ee 

Me Thweites, published in 1926 a copy of which is enclosed. \ The till and associated 

Se os) 
kame gravels of the Darien Moraine are known to overlie an older outwash 

E throughout a wide area in Wisconsin apparently extending as far east as the hitts 

~ west of Fox oh This outwash does not appear to have been weathered prior to the 
: — 

deposition of the Darien Morane with associated ground moraine. E he contact is well 

= eccast 4 : 

displayed at present in the largé gravel pit at Fontana, Wisconsin, which locality 

has been visited by many classes in glacial geology under the direction of Thweites. 

< =



Ground moraine, East of the Darien Moraine is a considerable expanse of what the z —— 

“ 4 
present writers have termed goum ground moraine. This is gently rolling where not 

_ @isssected by raving leading down to the basin of Lake Geneva. The ravines contain 

_Springs and the relatively few wells ge trom which samples puere saved do not 

es “bree BAe antn apa uw cold he muety - 
aa dencnstrate fu overridden outwash plain, beyond-ressensble—deubt, “he basin of Lake 

\ Sa 
a Lard 

Geneva is apparently the product of a the melting of a mass of ice which lingerst, 

_ 

fron ee. prior to the buried outwash at Font, A through the Darien oo 

Its survival is probably due to a yHelacial indentation of the Niagara Escarpment, 

Much of this area was mapped by Alden as endmoraine but the present writers 

disagree definitely, It is true, however, that throughout the area there are 

small kames of a distinct endmoraine aspect but they are regarded by us as simply e: 

a az ; 7 t t mg the £% ° wf marginal deposits Gepost ed leeekty during the wastage of the Dafirien ice, 

and Carrington silt loams 
The soils of this area are mapped as Mient, wnteh, judeing from the shallow 

borings of the day when the soil mapping was done, rest os = 7s t 11906, Jo, 31) 

i “ weak © 
eT MWY 47 

Genoa Moraine, Alden laid much stress on the pa Genoa Moraine which 
: coe . : 

he mapped as = east from the recognized == Moraine just south of the State 

Line, passing through Genoa , thence meet through Powerg lake to a rentrant angle 

ee | with the Valparaise Moraine in southwes Hermans County. The only part of this 

course which at all suggests endmoraine to the present writers is just northwest of
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Z of Genoa where the north side of a plateau which is higher than the country to oth north 

&@ over 60 feet +o an elevation of over 920 feet ' 
and south ean Alden thought se a’n ice-contact slope, On the soilimap 

this high area is mapped as Carrington silt loam. The northerly slope is Goniig: 

with several grovel pits at the west end, Neither field exemination a the Laprsrae 

ry, alt — 
10 foot coutour interval McHenry ®wadrangle, give any suggestion-whatever of t his 

ee — b >= * 

hnoraine pra. Tonal st Anh part 
mepping either to east or west of this high area. , The northeastern part shown on the 

K N\ : Nea 

Lake Geneva and Silver Lake “ee obviously pitted outwash, Alden 

appears to have regarded all kettles as indicators of terminal moraine although he 

aid pant agrees with what eae fe 
3a map pitted outwash in 6ther places. This f caemee ac learneti when working 

for Aiéen during the field season of 1907.Just what the cause of the high area was 

d 

could not be determined, It Cie @ portion of the Elkhorn eee, rape 
por slaw a 

Van 
ot ‘ 

which o6uld not be traced definitly across the area which was examined, pelea ee 

| Se # ; : 
Delavan Glacial Lobe The data presen ‘ted above make a strong case against the 

existance of 4 Delavan Glacial Lobe, despite-tte-mapping-by—“hamberiin and Alden. 
as 

et hypothesis i the position of the residual ice block which gave 

rise to Lake Geneva It is entirely unsupported by glacial striae and in no way agrees 

either or 
with i“ modern mapping in Illinois. Bet with the pitted outwash plain around Twin 

; ' Lakes on the State Line, ‘The latter demonstrates that there were large ice masses 

in this-area which could not occur in front of the moreine of a major ice readvance. 

It is high time that the hypothesis of a distinct Delavan Lpbe be forgotten, : 

‘Alden ascribed it to the presence of the préglacial Troy Valjey which th inadequate.
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Pitted outwash, East of the Darien ground moraine —— some prees of endmoraine 

lies an extensive pitted outwash plain which buried almost all of the older topography. 

This plain slopes gently toward the west of south from elevation abeut 900 at the 

— Sat 

northeast to 860 Sew te the south. It is marked by the layed kettles of Powers 
\ 

and We 
Lake, Twin = Pell lake A part of it was recognized by Alden,tat excluded 

an area east of Genoa as ground moraine, There is no evidence, however, of an overlying 

till cover, East of Twin Lake the soils map of Rectne County shows a considerable 

oe 3 7 wy ‘6 x 2 

area of Miami silt Se OS, Ae phase. Judging from exposures seen by us 

this is not till but thtek loess. ee legend of the soifs map says that coarse 

: oe : 

material is absent in-this-soil thus supporting té-interpretaion. It is now mown 

2 x Ow 

that loes}may occur on drift of sPaceh and is not atest? diagnostic of age. 

\ TI» © ut 
Uw = wey 4, 

Besties fhe border of this silty area does not suggest a overrode 

an older outwash, It is indicated on the map by a fine dotted line. : 

Esker, Alden mapped the gravel ridge which treis northeast-southwest : 
Se a ‘ 

through sections Pass and 26 of T. 1 Ney RB, 1 ce an esker, .This deposit lines up 

= WN to 

with the gravel belt mapped as the north slope of the Genoa Moraine, ‘The gravel is 

both 
very bouldery and bedding dips toward — The deposit could be an esker nearly 

buried by normal pitted outwash on the east. If so it is related to the 

hed do ercldwrenre : 
gravelly belt to the awateueet wate there rests on the yaad of a high area of 

a a 

3 ground moraine. i area is not spearately mapped but is enclosed by dotted line , 

\ = 2
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It could equally well be R filling of a crevasse during the earlier phases of the 

formation of the pitted outwash before wat of the ice masses had melted. It is cer- 

tinly not a typical esker such as occur in /areas of ground moraine. 
: ee 

Valparaiso Moraine. Hast of the pitted plain area lies the Valparaiso Moraine of 

; Alden, It is mch cut up by erosion channels including that now followed by Fox 

River (not to be confused with the Fox wv northeastern Wisconsin) but our neo} essential y 

follows that of Alden. Much of this moraine is composed of kames and is hard to 

distinguish from the outwash which wes laid down in narrow chamugel's between ice 

= walls, There is every gradation in juch deposits, The mrt term "ice contact deposits" 
- a 

used by Flint applies to both types with no abbas line of demarkation, 

oO roe x tS ¥ 

he term pitted outwash is applicable where oe is a a definite 

e ee ea 

plain £9mm which 7K a —— : 

Sections are not available to tell to what extent the Valpareiso Moraine is due to a 

readvance of the ice, It reflects control by the dip slope of the Niagara dolomite 

awk yh. : 
, into the Lake Michigan basin eter preserves) no suggestion of a Delavan Lobe ,owtiine. 

/ Eersnwld saluaby dea voor Tan WA any feo Arle «Unpaid ) 
Drainageways, Under the tytle W drainage ways" are included all lines of _ 

hey due Ty ture by bale emrorpin prune - 
non=pitted or only slightly pitted outwash / It is diffwlt to separate such glacial 

drainage valleys from the bottoms of large kettles ef pitted outwash, Son-inetancs; 

: L 
“fee ares. south of Walworth is the non=pitted outwash of the Darien Moraine vere the 

area mapped south of Fontana is part of the kettle in which lies Lake Geneva.
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Some large kettles lie in the channel complex along Fox River among which may be mentioned 

ok eee | 
% “ilver lake, Copa Lake, ‘emt many smaller ones, Fox River is only incised a few 

feet below the adjacent plain, mike channels ca rried glacial melt waters from much 
pe (ads, 1504) 

farther north fer instance bates third terrace east ord Eagle. N In general, the 

borders of the eroded channels are not yexsy clear and easy to map. ° % 

) 
_ Gonelusion, “fe nat ‘veaulivat She mapping bythe veiters iasreases the 

3 Ck ) 

area of ground moraine at the expense of glacial outwash tut disposesof the 

eS Fo Ap 

idea of a Delavan Lobe. whan bmn ime Vows &. phar j ae 
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Fermdale drift in northwestern Illinois: Faul R. Sheffers Tilinois Geological Survey 
Report of Investigations No. 198, 1956 : : 

Since Sheffer’s report on northwestern Illinois proposes a new substage of the 
Wisconsin Drift, which has long been much subdivided, it deserves careful consideration. 
This report affects the correlation of t he extra-moraine drift of southern 
Wiscenein, an area in whieh the present writer was field assistant to Willime G. Alden 
in the field season Y of 1907. Since thet time he has visited both the Wisconsin and 
Illinois portions of this drift meny times and demonstrated to students some of 
the criteria for age determination of glacial drifts. 

In the historical summary of previous invostigetions of this area in Shaffer's 
report there is no mention of Alden's paper of 1909 in which the problem of age 
of the drift of this area is fully discussed. Alden's study involved the reletion of 
what would today be called s oil profiles to rock topography and to seil erosion 
whieh occured during their formation by weathering. Alden also discusued the reletion 
of the bed rock topography to the several formations in which it was eroded. 
East and south of Rock Kiver the weak St. Peter sandstone lies below the present 
drainage level whereas to the north and west it is high sbove it and makes @ 
landscape much like thet of the Driftless Area farther west and north. In fact it 
has éften been suggested that had Fenneman been more familar with this region he 
would have ineluded it in the Driftless Section which includes areas around the 
Driftless Area which are not much affeeted by glecial drift. it is certain thet 
this erea shows little obvious sign of glaciation in ite topographic forns. 

One of the most notable events in the history of investigation of glacial 
deposits was the introduction of the soil auger by Leighton. This method of F 
supplementing the evidence of excavations permitted measurments of the depth of 
postglacial weathering on divides where post drift erosion has been at a minimum. 
Leighton tabluated his avereges of depths of leaching of carbonates and concluded 
that north end west of Rock River it is about 6 feet. This is notably more then 
the averages for the Shlebyville and Iowan drifts where itabout 5 feet. Sheffar 
continued the use of the auger but appears to have been more interested in the 
succession of meteriels then in the depth of leaching. Every section is correlated 
into deposits of different age to which names are attached. One wonders just how 

sg ome of these correlations of rather thin leyers were made. Certainly fossils 
could not have been used. Plowing up of older deposits by giacial erosion is not Hi 

considered. Neither the reletion of the glacial deposits to nearby source of 
material nor removal of material by glacia 1 erosion is mentioned. Shaffer's method 
of correlation may be termed the stratigraphic approach to the sutdy of drifts. 
The method is certainly invaluable in many localities but no mention is mede of the 
many pitfalls encountered in its practical application. 

A sidelight which may be important in evaluating Shaffer*s report is thet the 
Illinois geologistseppear from their publications to be convinced thet all loess 
deposits were derived from silt blown from nearby glecial outwash. Derivation 
from the dry west is not considered. Henc@, when the lower loess at Peoria was 
nemed Farmdale it might have seemed desirable to find a Farmdale till from whose 
outwas h it was deried. The use of the same name for a drift strongly indicate¢ é 
this mentel process. “nother item is that Shaffer had previously correlated the 

= - Shelbyville till of Illinois with the Iowan till of Iowa. It would then follow : 
thet a till slightly older then the Shelbyville till would be pre-Iowan. If the : 

Iowan is regarded as an early Wisconsin substage then it should follow thet such ¢ 

: a pre-Shelbyville till repre sent/a previously undicriminated Wisconsin substage. — i 
It must be noted thet some of the names used im Shaffer's report such as Peorian t 
are not found in his table of drifts and intervals. i ? 

The uplands of the area described by Shaffer are covered with very thin Ne. 
drift which lies on weathered bed rock. He calle all weathering preglacial eure
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How is he sure of this? Way all weathering of bed rock pregleciel? The present writer 
hes observed destruction of striae by weathering not only in leter Wisconsin drifts 
but since he started teaching. 

Another point of dispute is Sheffer'’s endorsement of Flint’s conclusion that 
the gravel deposits of northwestern Illinois are constructional land forms. 
Gould not they be due to the greater erosion of the till around them? Gravel is 
certainly more resistant to erosion than is till. In Wisconsin the residual 
origin of the grevel hills is certainly a valid hypothesis. Another point is thet 
one looks in vain for a discussion of the physica and chemical nature of the till 

: of northwestern Illinois to its bed reck source. ‘The dolomite and sandstone of this 
northern area are unlike the shale end sandstone of central Illinois where the 
present writer once spent two field seasons. Wheat relation did the rolling 
topography of northwestern Illinois and southern Wisconsin have to the conditions of 
developuent of postglacial soil profiles? Central Illinois where the recognized 
type locality of the Illinoien drift is has a drift plein of very clayey till which 
Completely concealed the preglacial topography over most of the area. The present 
drainege of central Illinois is clearly superimposed on the preglacial landscape. 

In northwest Illinois end southern Wisconsin there are many cases of local 
diversion of the preglecial drainage by whet Alden termed “drift dams". The diverted 

streams some of them very small have since eroded narrow valleys with steeply 
sloping although not cliffed sides. Wo mention of this phenomenon can be found in 

Sheffer's report. It is true thet some diversions also occur in the younger 
Wisconain drifts and thet some of these postglacial valleys could have been eroded by 
glacial ueltwaters. However, many were certainly made by postglacial erosion 
for the streams flow toward end not away from the former glacier. Do not these 
diversions scem to indicete a greater age than do the relatively shallow soil 
profiles? 

In summery, the present writer also failed to find in this marginal drift . 
as deep soil profiles as hose of the plains of central Illinois. But one cannot help 
wondering if this fect might not be due to a different kind of till lying upon 
a rougher bed rock surface with steeper originel gradients. It is very herd 
to find in this drift erea any plece where conditions of weathering have been similar 

; to those farther south or where one can be sure that postglacial erosion did not 
= go on concurrent with weathering. The question remaine as it has for many years: 

it this area e comparatively young drift or is it, as Alden concluded, an old drift 

prehaps Illinoiean, which looks youngbecause of the different conditions of postglacial 

alteration from those of central Illinois? Has the cas@ for a Fermdale drift 
been proved "beyond reasoneble doubt 

F. T. Thweites 27 Merch, 1957 

References not in Sheffers report. 

Alden, ¥. C., Goncerning certain criteria of discriminetion of the age of glacial drift 

sheets as modified by topographic situation and drainege relations: 
Jour. Geology, vol. 17, ppe 694-709, 1909 

e Fenneman, N. M., Physiography of Eastern United State, McGraw-Hill, 1938 
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Farmdale drift in northwestern Illinois- Paul K. Shaffer: Illinois Geological Survey 
Rept. of Investigations No. 198, 1956 

gee on northwestern Illinois proposes a new substage of the Wisconsin 

Stage of glaciation, which has alregdy been much subdivided, it deserves careful 

consideration. In 1907 the present writer was field assistant to Wi ©. Alden in 

his survey of the “igconsin extension ef the area described by Shaffer. Since that 

date he has visited the ares ee times. hese visits included many field trips 

with students on which <a phtsegh ecole te, demonstrate/ Piictn which bear on the 

vel reli A 
age, of the glacial drifts 

\ I,, the historical summary by Shaffer of previous work in the area ik there is no 

yi 
yn mention whetever of Alden's paper of 1909 in which the problem of age of this drift 

4 

was fully considered. aibdhs study involved the relation of what would today be 

my 
called soil profiles to rock topography — erosion which occured during the 

formation of these weathered zones. Alden also discussed the relation of the rock 

Grek parte 
topography to the several formations in which it was eroded. SAS OF Rock River i= 

Ue 
Wiseonsin the soft St. Peter sandstone is low and does not outcrop I present burp *- 

West of that stream thp, formation rises well above the present drainage level 

forming a landscape much like that of the Driftless drea farther west. In fact it was 
i 

often suggested thet had Fenneman been more familiar with the region he would probably 

have included all the country west and north of Rock River in his Driftless Section 

i is-similar~in topography A the unglaciated area to the northwest. Certainly much— 

vf the area shows little obvious sign of glaciation. i Zi 

: : qynnet “ae 
ORe of the most notable events of the history of investigation was the introduction 

V6 an A 

of the soil auger by Letlgntons, Tis method of supplementing excavations permitted 

measurments of depth of postglacial weathering on divides where erosion since 

glaciation is at a minimum. Leighton tabulated arerege depths of leaching of 

wee carbonate and concluded thet the average north and west of Rick River is over 8 feet, 

eas S: 
2 notably more than in the Shelbyville and Iowan drifts which showed abyout a ae 

= of Hen: Although Shaffer contined this mesnee it seems as if he placed more 
N 2 

emphasis on the succession of materials than on depth of leaching. :
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One wonders just how Shaffer correlated the several layers reported in his borings 

Some of these are,thin. Few fossils are reported and so fer as known these are 

Neither en 

not dignostic. | Une relation of glacial deposits ef nearby source of_material (is met 
Se ee ee Jn Ta YR 

mentioned] nor .the removal of material by glacial Eee Little mention is made 

of the change in eppearance of materials by weathering. No positive examples of 

buried soil zones are-disptaysd. This method is termed the stratigeraphic approach 

and AaRRiank. although invaluable in many localities the numerfous pitfalls in its 

anpeel te bern 
application -" t+ mentioned. In this connection it is well to note that the 

Illinois geologists appear convinced that all loess deposits were derived by the wind 

from nearby recently-formed outwashe Hence when the Farmdale loess was named it 
Yr é ‘ 

tery heve geen eee to find a Farmdale till from which it fwas ultimately derived. 

It would be surmised although not definitely saccades since at its type locality 
) 

the Farmdale loess is much younger than the Illinoian gumbotil —— ee belong 

in the Wisconsin stage. Another item in correlation is that “ee had previously 

correlated the Shelbyville till of Illigois with the Iowan till of Iowa so ~—s CY, a 

phat olen, aketd represent Neto ele ye 

oo +ill ssmidxke a pre-Iowan division of the Wisconsin Stage. als 

Some of the age names like Peorian are not included in the tgble @& with this report 
’ 

In his report Shaffer notes the thin resudual drift on the uplands which lies on 

weathered bed rock. How can he tell that this weathering is preglacial and not part of 

a postglacial soil profile? Was bed rock weathered only in preglacial times 

Another point of dispute is his endorsement of Flint's idea that the gravel deposits 
— id Mem greater 

of the area are constructional and not ee fren hele to erosion 

Tir ‘\ 
shan St the surrounding till. In the gravels of Wisconsin this point is decidedly debatable 

iN 

One looks in vain in Shaffers doart for a discussion of the relation of the till of 
\ 

northwestern Illinois to its bed rock source. This was a rolling to rugged land of 

mixed sandstone and dolomite wholly unlike the Yami. gpaleacs landscape of preglacial 

cent@al Illinois. What effect did this have gin postglacial weathering? 
c 

; In central Illionos(the present writer spent two field seasons there) the o 

a adh 
was thick enough to obliterate eanTremants of the preexisting topography so that the 

~ 

drainge of today is clearly superimposed on the bed rock surface fim a tll pea , 

NN
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To what extent did this process occur in northwestern Illinois/ Long ago Alden 

ao 

found meny local diversions of the obder —— which resulted in the erosion of 

narrow valleys where streams, some of_them very small, were forced out of their 
SRN emnl - by ont Laama” por MaNYRQnr mdi, 

preglacial — eh, Hée valleys dre a very striking feature of the present topography 

Some of them might possibly have been eroded by glecial meltwaters but other require 

postglafial conditions for the strdnds flowed toward the ice and not away from it. 

No mention of this problem can be found. 
n this marginal drift 

In summary, the present writer also feiled to fin es deep soil profiles as those 

on the plains of central Illinois. B ut one wonders if this might not be due 

to the-combinetton-of a different kind of till lying upon a rougher bed rock 

topography. It is hard in northwestern Illinois or southern Wisconsin to find places 

where the conditions of weathering were similar to thostof the southern Pe plone : 

One is nowhere quite sure that postglacial erosion concurrent with weathering is 

certainly absent. It also is not at all certain that the weathering of the bed rock 

is not postglacial. After all, is the area really a comparatively young drift * as 

x 
Alden oe a old drift which looks young because or net result of the 

differences from conditions in cent ’ral Tllinois} Wan Uo Cone { a F dy 

few forth “raped we gee 
F. T. Thwaites, 

8 Feb., 1957 
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Farmdale drift in northwestern Illinois- Paul 8. Shaffer: Tllinois “ecological Survey 
Rept. of Investigations No. 198, 1956 

Since this report or northwestern Illinois proposes a new substage of the Wisconsin 

Stage of gleeietion which hus alrezdy been much subdivided, it deserves careful 

consideration. In 1907 the present writer wos field assistant to WiC. Alden in 

his survey of the Wisconsin extension of the erex-described by Sheffer. Since thet 

tata, We Dito pre oe 
dete he hes visited the er times. These visits included many field trips 

with students on which an sttempt was «cde to demonstrete criteria which bear on the 

age of the glacial drift. 

I,, the historicei summery by Sheffer of ;revious work in the aree xk there is no 

mention whatever of Alden's payer of 1909 in which the problem of age of this drift : 

wes fully considered. Aledns study involved the relation of what would today be 

called soil profiles to rock topegrephy cae laa erosion which occured during the 

formation of these westhered zones. Alden also discussei the relation of the rock 

topography to the several formations in which it was eroded. feet of Rock River in 

Wisconsin the soft St. Peter sandstone is low and does not outcrop at present. 

West of that stream the formetion rises well ebove the present drainage level 

forming a landsce:;e auch like that of tie Driftiess dree farther west. In fact it wes 

often suggested thet hed Fennemen been more familiar with the region he would probebly 

have included all the country west and north of Rock River in his Driftless Section 

which is similar in topography to the unglaciated area to the northwest. Certainly much 

of the ares shows littie obvious sign of glaciation. 

ONe of the most notable events of the history of investigetion wes the introduction 

of the soil auger by Leighton. “fats method of supplementing excavetions permitted 

meesurments of depth of postglaciel weethering on divides where erosion since 

glacietion is at e minimum. Leighton tebulated average depths of leaching of 

carbonate and concluded tuet the evorage north end west of Rick River is over & feet, 

notably more than in the Shelbyville and Iowan drifts which showed abbout the same depth 

of elteretion. Although Shaffer contined this method it seems as if he placed more 

emphesis on the succession of ae than on depth of leaching. 

7
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One wonders just how Shaffer correleted the several layers reported in his borings 

Some of these oe Few fossils are reported end so fer as known these are 

€ Neither ) t 

not ee june relation of glacial deposits (© nearby —— of materiel Ge sor 

nenticned as ss es © es ce Fn oa is made 

of the change in appearence of materials by weathering. No positive examples of 

buried soil zones are dispicyed. This method is termed the stratigeraphic approach 

end giffienk eithough invaluadle in mony localities the nuuersous pitfalls in its 

applicetion are not mentioned. In this connection it is well to note thet the 

Tllincis geologists appexr convinced thet all loess deposits were derived by the wind 

from nearby recently-formed outwash. Henco when the Fermdale loess was named it 

may have road enter to find « Farmdale till from which it pres ultimately derived. 

It would be —ere not definitely ane thet since at its type locality 

the Farmdale loess is much younger than the Illinoian guabotil a it should belong 

in the Wisconsin stage. Another item in correlation is thet Shaffer had previously 

correlated the Shelbyville till of Illijois with the Iowan till of Iowa so that 
dua otule. ckywld represent 

= pees till gamidxim a pre-Iowan division of the Wisconsin Stage , 

Some of the age neues jlike — not a eae in the table ef with this report 

In his report Shaffer notes the thin vedypint drift on the uplands which lies on 

weathered bed rock. How can he tell that this weethering is preglnciel and not part of 

a postglacial soil profile? Was bed roek weathered only in preglecial time? 

Another point of dispute is his endorsement of Flint's idea that the gravel deposits 
: fort greater 

ef the aree are constructional _— not resudual from ss resistance to erosion 

then of the surrounding till. In the gravels of Wisconsin this point is decidedly debatebit 

One looks in vain in Shaffers réort for a discussion of the reletion of the till of 

northwestern Illinois to its bed rock source. Tauis was a rolling to rugged land of 

mixed sandstone and dolomite wholly wnlike wilt Tie-equiston landscape of preglacial 

centg@il Illinois. What effect did this have on postglacial weathering? 

in central Illionos(the present writer spent two field seasons there) the diet 

was thick enough to obliterate all romnents of the preexisting topography so that the 

trates of today is eleariy superimposed on the bed rock surface.
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To what extent did this ‘process occur in northwestern Illinois/ Long ago Alden 

found many local diversions of the ohder drainge which resulted in the erosion of 

narrow valleys mre: streams, some of them very small, were forced out of their 

pregiscial <a tile vanioy zre a very striking fosture of the present topogra;hy 

Some of them might possibly have been eroded by glecial seltwaters but other require 

postglefial conditions for the stremas flowed towerd the ice and not avey from it. 

No mention of this probiem can be found. 

In summery, the present writer elso failed to ens € déep soil profiles as those 

on the plains of centrel Illinois. E ut one wonders if thie might not be cue 

to the combinetion-of a different kind of till lying upon a rougher bed rock 

topography. It is hara in northwestern Illinois or southern Wisconsin to find pleces 

where the conditions of weathering were similer to thos of the southern region. 

One is nowhere quite sure thet postglacial erosion concurrent with weathering is 

certeinly absent. It also is not at all certain that the weathering of the ded roek 

is not postglacial. After all, is the area really e comparatively young drift or as 

Alden concluded isan old drift which looks young because of _ net result of the 

differences from conditions in cent’ral Illinois” 

F. T. Thweites, 

8 Feb., 1957 
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Farmdale drift in northwestern Tilinois by Paul R. Shaffer, WA 
Illinois State Geological Survey, Kept. Investigations No. we gens 

r hn porfrecl aban 
Linde Fropesing a new s ubstgge of the Wisconsin = has already been greatly 

ney 9 Shaffers report deserves close attention. e writer was assistfat to W. C. 
Wisconsin 

Alden in his study of oo of th€ area now described as"Ferméale(in 1907 

ait has visited both the Wis consin and Illinois parts of the area many times since. 

These visits included many field trips with students on which boringswere made with 

a soil auger. 

In the snccseiad ceo of previous work in the a rea no mention can be found 

’ 
of Aldens auriyxpaper of 1909 which explains in detail the relation of what would 

And trl Wider 
today be called soil profiles to te topography and the relation of the topography 

fh Over most of the area 
of the rock surface to the position of the St. Peter Se of Rock River 

the 

in Wisconsin 4 St. Peter is below the preglacial drainage level. West of that river 

it rises Sar above the present stream levels forming a landscape much like that of the 

Driftless Area. In fact the writer has often remarked thet if Fennemen had been more 

familiar with the area he would probably have included it in the Driftless Section 

ae OA depeche nga 
woe or thin oa the trud{ Drift less area. 

O,e of the most notable events in the history of glacial investigation was the 

introduction of the soil euger by Leighton. After = depths of weathering could be 

obtained in areas where soil erosion is at a minimum so that valid comparisons could be 

drawn. Shaffer cont nea this method and besides paid much more attention to the 

physical nature of the glacial deposits. The latter x can be classified as a-use=smf the 
of tills 

stratigraphic study of glacial — wkieh—h based on physical 7 plus the sugsssion 

of deposits, both glacial and Ss loess. - 

» ; v 4 
To understand the new name Farmdele it is ncessgry to sey thet the view now 

a mong \ py the wind 
cua 2: Illinois geologists is thet loess was derived mainly if not wholly from 

‘ ‘\ 2 
new arsed 

fresh outwash plains and not from oe eee from the Rocky Mountains which forms the 
q ‘ 

terge alluvial fans of eciiary ages ‘the lower loesgof the section east of Peorga,which _ 
A é ay oC my cal a 2Aif UA 

overlies gumbotil on the Illinoian a been named Farmdale and hence it wee 

aes considered A Trak €n0r4 Fayre 
pores to find the till from oo ultimately derived. Since sed gad is 

- — \ 

auch younger then“ T114 asl 8 inoian its correlation as Wisconsin was arrived—st +Corcluclif 
A
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Ssother point of importance is that nett en wetting in 1954 had suggested the correlation 

of the Iowa_n amt drift of Iowa with the Shelbyville Wisconsin drift of Illinois, . 

one pit, Whew 
In the present work Shaffer notes the thin resjdual drift ‘ks Pemnents 

in many places underlain by weathered rock which he concluded is of preglacial age. 

He wi ewidentty agrees with Flint in ascribing the present topographic form of gravel 

Artem t— 
deposits to original deposition and not to later differential erosion ae in—waieh gravel 

M Net pie 
was more resistant than the surrounding till. In-tne gravel deposits visited by the 

N\ DS Shapes 
present writer this point is decidedly wxdebetable, One looks in vein for a clear summary 

A“ neither 

of evidences despite a large amount of factual information, There AG ge mention, oF the 

relation between bed rock source and physical = arift till derived therefrom 

fare 
nor of the relation of soil profiles to slope — concurrent with their formation. 

SO cat a The many instances of drift diversio: ,which resulted in rock gorges is not mentioned. 

Some of these om uld have been formed by glacial meltwaters, and Provea examples of 

this process are by no means confined to this area. Others apper ently could only have 

been made by tnd’ vony-sant powtgtneted wet-weather streams which flowed toward the 

direction from which the ice came. 

an aot, the present writer has also failed to find as deep soil profigt's 

inthis marginal drift as are_ebundant in the drift plains of ihe recognized Illinoian 

Lifes sare, daewrsrer a sealie dap wn“ a ha Lyre 4 Liwer, 
drift of central Illinois. , But could this be due to a 4 different /p 271) 

till lying upon greater slopes? Could the weathered meferock below the whe drift be a part 
dolomite and limestone X 

of the postglacial soil profile? It is clear that all ye was not weathered 
—— Srcare VB 

in preglacial time, striae i are absent dus-to postglacial weathering in many 

places. - may’also ask what is the Soe of the postglacial gerges<ér narrdws 

where bed rock has been eroded to considerable depths? After all is the area 
comparitively 7. Ald te Anda. / 

really anyoung drift < 7 it just looky young because of the differences in 

& 
material and topography eS and central Illinois? 

Cea, © 

5 } \ | Roles 

cee Ne 
Pe fons! MA, FA = 25a 

\ Wye < ahs
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April 2, 1957 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological and : 

Natural History Survey 
University of Wisconsin 

: Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am sending under separate cover photostats of the preliminary 4..~5 
glacial maps of Minnesota, Illinois, and northern Michigan for your use q-2? 
in considering boundary line problems with those states. Similar copies 
of your map have been sent to Herbert E. Wright, University of Minnesota, 
Helen Martin, Michigan Geological Survey, and George E. Ekblaw, Illinois 
Geological Survey. Any of the problems may be taken up directly with 

these people, if you prefer. 

Dr. Wright has already made several revisions of his map, shown 
in red ink on the photostat, to improve the mapping of outwash along the 
St. Croix River. He writes: “The chief differences remaining concern the 
separation of pitted outwash and end moraine in the St. Croix Falls area. 
I did not attempt to make any separation through lack of information. 

- "The pitted-unpitted outwash problem is resolved for the St.Croix 
Zz valley by my new lines north from Sunrise, but as I have intimated before 

dpe remains a difficulty in many places if pitted outwash is included with 
ice-contact deposits. According to the revision this leaves the Anoka 
sand plain as ice-contact deposits; true, it is pitted, but it's also : 
a beautiful plain 75 miles across." ‘ 

c I have discussed the problems along the Wisconsin-Illinois line 
5k with Dr. Ekblaw. The problem of Farmdale vs. Illinoian I mentioned in 

yw my previous letter. As you will note in Shaffer's paper, we put the 
boundary of the unglaciated area about three miles farther west than 
you do, but it is indefinite at best and we can draw it back sharply to 
approach your position, if you prefer. 

We believe you are right in showing outwash along Sugar Creek 
4 }e and shall add that, but we are uncertain about showing the lake. This 

would require an extensive lake in the Pecatonica. drainage. We recog- 
nize a major fill in the Pecatonica, as a result of aggradation in the
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Rock Valley, but have not found definite lake deposits. 

At Rock Valley we are not far apart, because the area of the 
outwash broadens sharply along the State line. 

You may wish to add the Shelbyville moraine which Ekblaw shows 
x at Sharon, and the outwash between it and the Marengo ridge appears to 

extend northward to the Darien front and possibly connects with the out- 
wash you map along the front farther northwest. 

= The major problem along the Illinois line is the area of the 
oy” \ | Valparaiso complex which you map as pitted outwash and Ekblaw maps~as 

yr ground moraine, except for two moraines which may be buried Tazewell 
moraines. This area has many lakes and pits, but in Illinois is largely 
mantled with West Chicago-Darien till. It has only patches of gravel, s 

| although in places it overlies gravel. Ekblaw did not map it as morainic 
because it does not have well-defined moraines and in general he considers 
it ground moraine mantling an’older topography in part morainic. It was 
mostly mapped as ground moraine on the North America map. I seems to me 
that the region is so rough, the possibility of mapping it as morainic 
should be considered. A major concern is how this will affect your 
mapping farther north. w) 

East of the: Valparaiso belt, the Tinley moraine needs to be 
distinguished as you both have it, but the Lake Border moraines, at 
least at the state line, are too narrow to show and Ekblaw will combine 
them as you do, and showthe crests where possible. 

If you attend the Friends of Pleistocene trip at Bloomington, 
Indiana, perhaps we can discuss some of these problems at that time. 
Both Ekblaw and Wright plan to attend. 

With best regards, I am, © 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 

Geologist and Head 
Division of Stratigraphy 
and Areal Geology
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